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Happy Summer!
By now summer is in full swing
here in Colorado, and I hope this
edition finds you having days
filled with friends, fun, and outdoor sunshine adventures.

W

e have been having so much fun
at the ResqRanch summer camp!
Cesar loves being entertained by
hula-hooping campers, and went on his first
trail ride of the year already and performed
like the champ he is (thanks to positive reinforcement training)! Donkey has been getting
lots of extra pampering and love, a camper’s
favorite. Sugar got to experience a special full
service cryo-therapy treatment which was
donated for her (thank you). And Emblaze’s
biopsy came back on her nose (some of you
may have noticed the stitches in her face on
our Tik Tok videos, The_Emblaze) as not being
cancer, hooray!
We are also in the midst of building a brandnew, easier-to-navigate ResqRanch website;
stay tuned for that. And we have lots of new
videos getting edited, including of Emblaze’s
surgery, so if you have not already done so,
be sure to subscribe to our YouTube channel
The1DrQ for the latest about the animals.
Although our new location is really wonderful, our greatest wish is to move to our very
own place before winter. Some of the thoroughbreds are not spring chickens anymore,
and winters in Colorado are hard on them.
We really need a place with safe footing and a
good barn to house them in, yet where we can
still continue our fun and educational classes.
If you know of a place that would be ideal,
please drop us a line and let us know. We need
something that can accommodate at least 20
horses so that we can rescue more mustangs,
help train folks on how to train them using
positive reinforcement, and then get them into
loving forever homes. Please keep us in your
prayers; thank you!

Although our new location is really wonderful, our
“
greatest wish is to move to our very own place before winter.
Please keep us in your prayers; thank you!
”

Since poor Emblaze had a lump on her face
I had to do surgery on, this seems like a good
time to talk a bit about lumps and bumps on
your pets. There are many types of lumps and
bumps that animals can get. But why do they
get them? Many complex molecular processes
combined with a low or overactive immune
system, poor digestion, bad genetics, and too
much processed foods or fat in the diet can all
lead to lumps and bumps.
There are many different types of bumps
an animal can have. They can be large, small,
raised, under the skin, in tough places like eyelids and rectums, bleeding, itchy, or not bothersome to the animal at all.
How can I know if a tumor is a problem?
There is absolutely ZERO way to know if it is
‘just a fatty lump” without taking a sample
for testing, period. That’s right, no matter
how many years of experience, and even if
your pet is covered in so many lumps they are
hard to count, there is still no way to know if
you should be concerned, or how concerned
you should be, without getting each and every

bump tested. That means poking the animal
with a needle to pull fluid out and looking
at that fluid under the microscope for cancer
cells, or removing the entire lump under anesthesia and then testing it in a lab (called a histopathology test).
But isn’t it true that certain types of tumors
(specifically mast cell tumors) can get irritated
and spread if they are poked for a sample to
test? Absolutely YES! This is why it is imperative you have a great relationship with your vet,
and a clear understanding of what to expect
and how to proceed should your pet begin to
develop a lump (or many). Treatment plans are
not going to be the same for every patient. Some
folks can’t sleep at night unless every single
lump is checked at least once a year. Other folks
don’t ever want any of their pet’s lumps poked.
If you are unsure what to do, keep in mind
that any lump that doubles in size in 30 days,
appears suddenly, and bothers the pet, are
much higher priority than the ones that grow
slowly and don’t seem to be a bother. But don’t
be fooled; ANY lump can be a cancerous tumor

just waiting to spread to other parts of the
body and shorten your beloved pet’s life.
Also keep in mind we do now have the
capability of taking digital thermal images of
your pet. The camera is so sensitive it can even
detect, for example, liver cancer, in a completely non-invasive way. If you are not sure
what to do, consider taking digital thermal
images of your pet to help determine if any
“hot spots” show up in the same spot as the
bumps or lumps. This can really help guide a
treatment plan.
Regardless of which kind of lump your
animal has, or what you and your vet decide to
do about it, they all have a part that arises from
poor digestion. Digestion is the single most
important factor in preventing them. After
all, 80% of the immune system is lining the
digestive tract. So a great diet and tools that
help digestion improve are needed for every
animal. How do you know if digestion is lacking, without waiting to see lumps and bumps?
Dandruff, dry fur/nose/or nails, abnormal
stools, vomiting, muscle mass loss, to name a
few. If you have concerns, we have many handouts on ways to improve your pet’s nutrition;
and I will give you a hint, it is not about prepackaged, processed foods in cans or bags! The
key is an antioxidant-rich, high-fiber food full
of good nutrients for excellent digestion. For
more help with that, contact the office and we
will help you with handouts and diet guides.
Until next time, hope you have a smooth
(as in lump- and bump-free!) summer full of
smiles and laughter; and if you have not done
it in a while, I highly recommend giving a hula
hoop a try! God bless, and thanks for reading!
DrQ and the crew of Aspen Park Vet Hospital
and the ResqRanch.
Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.
You can call the hospital at
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or
visit them at www.DrQandU.org.
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past

LAY OF THE LAND
Part 2

ELAINE HAYDEN | EMAHS
Former area ranchlands stretching from current Bergen Park to the
current Evergreen Lake site were explored in Part 1 of Lay of the Land.
Traveling a short distance from Evergreen Lake, south on Highway #73,
the intersection of Buffalo Park Road comes into view. This roadway was
an artery that led to several successful ranches that were established
and flourished in the late 1800s and later. Buffalo Park Road served the
ranchlands that had been established by the Wilmot, Roy, Vezina, Hester
and Mallet families, among others. The roadway remains today as an
alternate and circuitous scenic route that connects Evergreen to Brook
Forest Road and areas beyond.

W

hen traveling up Buffalo Park Road,
the landscape widens to reveal
the current site of Evergreen High
School, ball fields, parking lots, and Wilmot
Elementary School. The site of these two
schools was once home of the Dwight Wilmot
Ranch. Wilmot settled this ranch holding in
1875, and by 1900 the ranch had grown to
over 1000 acres, spanning areas on both sides
of Buffalo Park Road that are now the sites of
housing development and the school properties. Wilmot provided the mining towns of
Idaho Springs and Georgetown with hay and
grain that he raised on his ranch, and delivered
the supplies to the mining towns with a horsedrawn wagon. Along with his ranching responsibilities, Wilmot served on school boards
and as Jefferson County Commissioner while
helping to plan and maintain the early Bear
Creek roadway. Always civic minded, Wilmot is
remembered for his many contributions to the
community he held dear. The original Wilmot
ranch house remains and has been restored as
the Hardman family private residence.
Traveling uphill on Buffalo Park Road and
passing through a forest of pines, another
vista opens to expansive meadowlands and
what is now the Alderfer/Three Sisters Park.
James Hester was the first to claim a patent on
this 160-acre tract of land in 1873; he added
an additional 160 acres in 1875 on which he
successfully harvested timber, hay, and a substantial bounty from vegetable gardens. The
Hesters were part of a community that proudly
called Buffalo Park their home and where they
raised two surviving daughters. A third daughter is interred at the Bear Creek Cemetery in
Evergreen.
According to Arleta Alderfer in a memo
dated 1977, James Hester was the original
homesteader in 1873 on what would eventually become the Alderfer Ranch. Over time,
the property passed through several owners
including George Dollison, builder of the present ranch house in 1894. Successive owners
were Fred Townsend, John Meyer, Karl Church
and Frank Topoll, and finally E. J. and Arleta
Alderfer, whose deed to the property was
recorded in 1946. The Alderfers remodeled
the original house and set about raising three
children while tending to their herd of cattle
and raising silver foxes. The property yielded
an abundance of native grass hay that was
harvested by the Alderfers. Arleta states in
her memo, “While we were running cattle we
leased the other Hester homestead…and Mrs.
Abbot Dean’s (Liz) three hundred acres that
is located to the west end of Buffalo Park and
lies between Broce’s Pony Ranch and Yankee
Creek.” The Alderfers served as keen stewards of
the land until 1989, when Jefferson County purchased the ranch with Open Space funds and
assured the preservation of this historic site
and open lands. Parking, public services, and
hiking trails are what identifies the Alderfer
Ranch today and are under the care of Jeffco
Open Space, offering miles of hiking trails and
the solace of a walk in the meadows and woods.
The original and historic 1894 house has been
preserved and remains on site, along with the
barn that has been a labor of love through the
years. Hank Alderfer preserved the barn that

includes part of the Hester log homestead and
other past additions.
Within a ten-year span from 1862 to 1872,
the upper reaches of Buffalo Park became
home to pioneer families including Mallet, Roy,
and Vezina. Leon Mallet was an early arrival to
Buffalo Park c.1862, and he soon welcomed
neighbors, Antoine Roy c.1868 and Selim
Vezina c.1873. This French Canadian contingent contributed much to the betterment of
the growing mountain community. The three
families labored at timber harvesting and raising cattle and hay, and they supplied the area
with these necessities. Roy built a large barn on
his property that has the capacity to store the
large amounts of hay that was harvested in the
open meadows. The barn is purported to have
been crafted from large timbers that were harvested from the property and was constructed
with the help of neighboring ranchers. The
historic Roy Ranch is now the site of the Broce
Pony Ranch.
Selim Vezina joined his friend, Antoine Roy,
in establishing his ranch on property that is
currently known as the Hangen Ranch. Vezina
added timber harvesting and a logging operation to his ranch tasks and was well respected
throughout the area for his expertise. As the
community grew, so did the need for a school
for these families living in what were considered remote areas at the time. The one-room
Buffalo Park School was built by the Vezina,
Roy and Mallet families on Vezina property
and has, over time, migrated eastward, finding
a new home at the entrance yard of Wilmot
Elementary School. The schoolhouse remains
as a symbol of community spirit and the early
interest in education. Additionally, Mallet contributed to the community by donating land
in 1872 on which the small church, St. Mark’s
in the Wilderness, was built at the current
Bear Creek Cemetery. In 1885, it was decided
to move the church to Evergreen to what is the
current site of the Little Bear Tavern. Vezina and
Mallet contributed their expertise and services
in this endeavor.
The intersection of Columbine Rd. and
Brook Forest Rd., at the western end of Buffalo
Park Rd., eventually leads to the ranch holdings of the Stransky, Schneider, Fleming, and
Berrian families, among others. The interconnectedness of the early mountain ranches
held importance in social and economic ways
by increasing the available labor force and led
to the melding of these early families through
marriage. Through the years successive generations of ranchers strived to learn no-nonsense
practices from these early settlers. The knowledge passed between generations continues to
enlighten those who respect and care for lands.
Early arrivals homesteaded the open meadows
and timber stands, and it is through their stewardship that many of the area ranches remain
intact, while some other area sites have been
repurposed through preservation.
Sources:
Alderfer, Arleta. Memo to Open Space, 1977.
EMAHS history files.
Alderfer, Hank. Yesteryear, 2016
Crain, Mary Helen. Evergreen, Colorado, 1969.
EMAHS history files and photo archives
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Wilmot Ranch hay meadow (current high school site)
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Early arrivals homesteaded the open meadows and timber
“stands,
and it is through their stewardship that many of the
area ranches remain intact.
”

his is one of the most talented areas in
America. Painters, photographers, writers, poets, musicians, craftsmen, we have
it all. That’s why we dedicate one month to the
Arts. There are many places to appreciate our
artists: galleries all over, venues with live music
and concerts, festivals, and many more. Take
advantage, now that we can get out again, and
invite your friends to come visit. Have fun!
And don’t forget the Elevation Celebration
July 30 – 31 in Conifer. It’s great family fun with
amazing live music on two stages!
With the dryness in our area I’m not sure
what Fourth of July celebrations will have
fireworks this year. But there are still parades
to attend and cookouts to have at your place.
This is a celebration that we need during these
times. Be thankful and ENJOY!
I have been hacked twice in the last three
weeks. Not fun! I have probably spent 20 hours
on the phone with credit card companies and
banks. I have learned a lesson the hard way,
that’s for sure. I know people who have gone
through this several times. It is an epidemic. Be
very cautious and be careful who you respond
to or call back from email messages, and check
your accounts often.
I think the cost of gas has had an effect on
the traffic up here. It doesn’t seem as bad on
Fridays. I’m not complaining — except about
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Original Hester homestead c. late 1800s
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the price of gas. It cost me $90 to fill up yesterday. It used to be about $38. I think this is so
political and unnecessary.
The Broncos – It won’t be long now. The preseason starts August 13th against Dallas. Of
course, some starters won’t play much in the
preseason, but hopefully we will get a look at
Wilson and some of the others and some of the
rookies. This is the year that we can have some
expectations of success. GO BRONCOS!
Avalanche – Well, they did it. They made it to
the Stanley Cup finals. They swept the Oilers in
four to win the Western Conference finals in a
great overtime win. Now it’s on to Tampa in the
finals for the Cup. This should be a great series.
GO AVS! At this writing they are up 3 – 1 and
coming back to Denver for game 5. One more
game? Stay tuned.
Rockies – they are really struggling. They are
winning less than half their games at home
and even less than that on the road. If they
can’t improve they will stay in the cellar of the
National League West. I still want to go to a
couple of games. It’s still fun to get out to the
old ballgame. Give it a try.
Quackadilly says:
“If you stay ready, you
never have to get ready.”
— Several sources

next issue • AUGUST 2022

August theme:
Kids and Back to School
deadline for ads and articles is July 16
Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.
Deadline is the 16th of each month. 600 words.
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
Stories accepted on a space-available basis only.
Advertorials are paid advertising.
Business Profiles cost $329, limited one per year.
From the Experts educational columns cost $299/month,
minimum three-month commitment.
Call 303-674-3701.

Big barn at Broce Pony Ranch c. 1989

Lay of the Land
Part 1
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Lay of the Land Part 1, from our May edition, took us back to Christensen Ranch,
long before Safeway; Elk Meadow, when
Darst Buchanan mowed hay where we
now hike and bike; and Dedisse Ranch,
that we now know as Evergreen Lake. If
you would like to revisit this, or any article
from a past publication, visit our website
at www.yourmtnconnection.com and
download the PDF.

Evergreen Mountain Area Historical Society (EMAHS) is a non-profit organization whose purpose is to protect, preserve and promote the history of
Jefferson County. EMAHS members contribute their time and financial support to collect, preserve and interpret local history, ensuring a legacy that
enriches the lives of present and future generations. Contact EMAHS at 303 670- 0784 or visit their website at jchscolorado.org.
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from the experts

Fly Fishing Velocity
BY DUANE REDFORD

from the experts

NO WORRIES!

— T H E S A S Q UATC H O U T P O S T —

— E V E R G R E E N A N I M A L H O S P I TA L —

The Sasquatch Chronicles

Tick Prevention for Summer!
BY DAVID PERRY, DVM

BY JIM MYERS

Folks
don’t
usually
Speed is observable, so
include fly fishing and
there’s no excuse to not
velocity in the same
have proper speed.
sentence, unless they’re
Now
let’s
discuss
talking about the wind.
direction as it relates to
But if you look at the true
the drift. When you took
definition of velocity, the
your fork to your mouth
two go together quite
for dinner last night,
well. When looking at
you chose a direct path.
the definition, the word
You didn’t make your“rapidity” is usually presself work for the food, I
ent, and that scares most
suspect. Same goes for
folks away from using it
fly fishing; get into your
My wife employed perfect velocity
alongside fly fishing; but
intended river seam, and
to pick up this beauty!
I do believe it applies to
stay in it. Try not to pull
the mechanics of the drift (casting too). We’re your flies out of the seam! Seams rarely move
going to discuss velocity within the drift for straight down the river; they may swing toward
now, and I think you’ll see the importance of you or away depending on their make-up. You
velocity within this construct.
must stay in the intended seam, facilitating
Velocity basically boils down to an object’s proper direction, the way the naturals float.
rapidity of motion in a specified direction. The You can have the proper rate of travel (speed)
time it takes to get from point “A” to point “B” in combined with lousy direction, and again, will
a certain direction. That perfectly defines what go sifting through your fly boxes looking for
we as fly fishers are trying to perfect within the the perfect bug. The answer is usually your
drift. It is rare to hear anyone talking about the direction as it relates to velocity.
direction of a drift and how it also relates to
How do you stay in the intended seam?
velocity. Most throw out the importance of the Through proper mending techniques, the
speed of the drift but fail to mention its most ability to control and manage line, and the
important counterpart: direction. We can ability to add or take away slack. Once you
have perfect speed and poor direction and will are adept at the above and can perform them
usually look to our fly boxes to change bugs, without taking your eyes off the bobber or dry
but what really needs to happen is we need to fly, you’ll begin to master velocity. So, the next
focus on direction.
time someone says to you that they have the
Let’s dial in speed first. How fast should proper speed but aren’t catching fish, explain
your bobber be traveling when you’re nymph- to them they need the proper velocity, the rate
ing a run? Usually about half the speed of and direction of movement.
the surface water. How do you discern that?
Fear No Water!
Compare it to bubbles, foam, sticks, leaves, or
Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing
whatever else you can. Why half the speed?
guide, author, national speaker, and signaBecause the surface of the water is traveling
ture fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.
roughly twice as fast as the bottom where your
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook
flies are. What about dry flies? Get those bad
boys traveling the speed of the surface water.

Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want to
revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download full
versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!

— E V E R G R E E N H E A LT H I N S U R A N C E —

— LOAN ZONE MORTGAGE —

Inflation Era Medicare

Gray Divorce and Mortgages

Community Water and Fluoride

BY DANA REGALADO

BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

BY ALEX ROBERTS

Inflation and interest rates and
property taxes — oh my! Sticker
shock is everywhere these days,
and seniors are among those
inclined to feel the pinch most.
As of this May, the Bureau of
Labor Statistics’ Consumer Price
Index (CPI) report shows that
inflation is worsening. And
while Social Security beneficiaries are currently projected
to receive an 8.6% raise for
2023, that may not be enough
to counter our high-inflation
environment. Social Security
benefits have already lost about
40% of their buying power since
2000, according to the Senior
Citizens League. This year’s
COLA of 5.9% has not kept pace
with steeply rising prices this year. And since
2000, Social Security’s COLA has increased
benefits by 64% while the cost of goods and services for the average retiree has increased 130%
over the same period. Ouch. And then, there’s
Medicare…
Healthcare inflation typically rises at a rate of
1.5 to 2 times CPI, so healthcare costs rise faster
than the COLA even in lower inflationary periods. Medicare Part B premiums have seen some
of the most dramatic price increases in the past
few years. Part B premiums rose 14.5% in 2022,
one of the biggest jumps in the program’s history. Rising healthcare costs have significant
consequences for current and future retirees
as medical expenses are expected to take up an
even greater percentage of income, especially
for those who rely on Social Security for much
of their income. Given all these concerns, it’s
worth taking a closer look at how Medicare
Advantage plans may help some seniors curb
out-of-pocket costs.
For seniors who choose to have their healthcare services managed through a Medicare

Advantage plan, the following
are the main categories under
which seniors’ spending on
health services can be measured: premiums, deductibles,
copays, and out-of-pocket maximums. If you will become eligible and intend to enroll in an
Advantage plan this year, or if
you are already in the Medicare
system and are thinking ahead
to 2023, these are cost areas to
compare between plans.
Monthly Premiums: Most
insurance carriers in our market
offer one or more $0 premium
HMO or PPO Advantage plans
that include prescription coverage. And now, there are even
some plans that offer a small
Part B premium reduction as well. Deductibles:
Many Advantage plans have no annual deductible that needs to be satisfied before coverage
begins. Copays: Some Advantage plans offer
$0 copay for preventive services and/or primary care visits and/or virtual visits. Copay
amounts, depending on the provider type and
the service received, are widely variable from
plan to plan. If you are becoming Medicare
eligible this year, we can help you find a plan
that minimizes the out-of-pocket costs you’ll
pay depending on the services you utilize.
Staying as healthy as you can through lifestyle choices may have the largest impact on
healthcare spending over time. And staying
active will do both your mind and body good!
If you’re turning 65 this year and would like
help, give us a call!

active
“Staying
will do both
your mind and
body good!

”

Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers.
Their office is located at 27945 Meadow
Drive, Evergreen, CO 80439. They can
be reached at 303-674-1945 or send an
email to: edregalado46@gmail.com.

Is it July already?? Good grief,
this summer is flashing by! But
it’s been a fun summer, with lots
of Sasquatch activity, and a lot
more to come, I’m sure.
This has also been the summer
of documentaries, and I’ve
learned a few lessons about
agreeing, or not agreeing, to
appear in a documentary. Don’t
get me wrong: I don’t have any
illusions that I’m at a place
where I can pick and choose my
“appearances.” BUT, it only takes
one REALLY BAD documentary,
film, or TV show to give viewers
an opinion about you, and if
that opinion is negative it could
take years to overcome. Here’s an
example: Sam Elliot is one of my
favorite actors, and I love virtually every movie I’ve seen him in.
Except for one. A few years ago
Sam starred in a bizarre film entitled…wait for
it…“The Man Who Killed Hitler, and then the
Bigfoot.” Yes, you read that right. Never heard
of it? There’s a reason for that. It is possibly the
worst Bigfoot film I’ve ever seen, and I’ve seen
some really BAD Bigfoot movies. The whole
time I’m watching it I’m asking myself, “Why
would Sam Elliot even appear in this film?”
But now I understand. You see, not all documentaries or movies are created equal. Some
of them seem very legit — big name studios,
big name actors, big budgets. So you think, “I
think this will be a big hit!” You sign away your
rights, and any options you may have otherwise
had to influence the content (at least as far as
your part Is concerned). Then you wait for the
final product to appear. The big day arrives.
You invite your buddies over for some beer and

brats, to watch you in all your
glory on the screen. You get a
little ways into the show and
you start noticing some problems: “Wait a minute!” You say
to yourself, “I never said THAT!”
But when you think about it,
you remember two different
statements that you made, and
they just combined them into
one new phrase that is more
suited to their agenda.
I’ve been pretty fortunate,
as I’ve only had one company
manipulate my interview so
that I appear to support their
Gigantopithecus origins for
Bigfoot, which I do not. So, the
moral of the story is this: do
your due diligence in checking
out the company BEFORE filming begins, so you have a better
idea of potential problems that
can be ironed out while you still have some
influence over the process.
That being said, I just returned from a couple
of days of filming with a really stand-up group
of guys, and while we didn’t get any Sasquatch
footage (the “money shot,” in other words),
we did have some great discussions around
the campfire that should provoke people to
think “out of the box” about Sasquatch and
Sasquatch research. Hey, that’s all for this edition folks. Should have some fun data to share
between now and August! Signing off for now
— Bigfoot Jim.

learned
“a I’ve
few lessons

about agreeing,
or not agreeing,
to appear in a
documentary.

Couples can divorce later in life
for the same reasons younger
couples do. Since the 1990s, the
divorce rate for adults 50 and
older in the United States has
roughly doubled. For adults 65
and older, the divorce rate has
almost tripled.
Factors that contribute to
this are longer life expectancies, so those who are unhappy
in a current marriage may want
to make a change now. Some
empty nesters no longer have
a reason to postpone if they
waited for the benefit of the
children. There can be retirement issues that have come up
that play a factor. Restrictions
due to COVID may have highlighted differences and tensions when both had to give up
separate routines.
Seniors have less time to
recover financially from a
divorce. Housing is still the biggest item that has to be addressed, regardless
of age.
Dividing marital assets in a gray divorce is
important when there can be future benefits
or impacts to one spouse, depending on who
may be retaining the marital home.
Property taxes can be a steadily rising
expense. States often provide tax exemptions
for senior citizens who have reached certain
ages and have lived in the home for a specific
number of years.
Divorcing seniors may have issues to overcome when trying to obtain regular mortgage
financing, due to lower incomes.

A reverse mortgage can be
a very useful financial tool
for seniors going through the
divorce process, and it can offer
a potential income stream. This
can benefit homeowners who
are at least age 62. There are a
few reverse mortgages available for those at least age 55,
but they have more specific
qualifying restrictions.
One option with a reverse
mortgage is to use it for a new
home purchase. The new homeowner can make payments if
they like or defer payments,
since there is not a mandatory
payment required. Proceeds
from an equity buyout or sale
of prior home can be utilized as
down payment funds.
The reverse mortgage can
also be used by the spouse
wanting to retain the current
home and buy out the other
person. It is a way to tap into
the current equity and still maintain retirement accounts. It can be used to replace an
existing traditional mortgage, get a lump sum
equity buyout for the ex-spouse and end up
with no monthly mortgage payment. There is
a line of credit option available as part of most
reverse mortgages. It does not have to be used,
but is there if a borrower needs funds later. It
also cannot be frozen like traditional second
line of credit loans.
Working with a Certified Divorce Lending
Professional, CDLP™, can help seniors identify potential opportunities for staying in the
marital home or purchasing a new home.

Seniors
“
have less time

to recover
financially from a
divorce. Housing
is still the biggest
item that has to
be addressed.

”

Wanda Norge, Certified Mortgage Advisor (CMA), Certified Divorce Lending Professional
(CDLP), National Association of Divorce Professionals (NADP), Loan Zone Mortgage, LLC
(NMLS: 1870102), 19 yrs exp, 24 yr Evergreen Resident, Phone: 303-419-6568,
loans@wandanorge.com, www.loanzonemortgage.com/wanda-norge (NMLS: 280102).
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Check out the store and museum for
yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open
every day. You can contact us by writing to:
info@sasquatchoutpost.com

— B U F FA LO PA R K D E N T I S T R Y

In the 1930’s, it was observed
by dentists that people whose
water sources had naturally
occurring fluoride had lower
rates of dental decay. In 1945,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, was
the first US community to fluoridate its city water supply. To
date, around 75% of the US population has exposure to community-fluoridated water. The CDC
called community water fluoridation one of the most important community health achievements of the 20th century.
Fluoridated water strengthens teeth as they are developing in children and also provides protection throughout
life after teeth have erupted
into the mouth. Fluoride helps
to strengthen surface tooth
enamel, and also can re-harden
weakened spots on teeth.
Most water contains some fluoride content, but typically an
insufficient amount to positively affect dental
health. If your home gets water from a private
well, there are some considerations regarding
the fluoride content and water quality.
Drinking water needs to contain 0.7 mg/L
(milligrams per liter) of fluoride to reliably
provide fluoride’s oral health benefits. If your
drinking water contains less than 0.7 mg/L,
topical or systemic fluoride supplement is
recommended. These recommendations are
influenced by you or your kids’ risk for tooth
decay, and by exposure to other sources of fluoride, such as fluoride toothpaste and drinking water at school or daycare.
Local companies can test your home water
to determine its safety and content.
Water sources in certain regions of the
United States contain naturally occurring fluoride at levels above that recommended for the

Summertime is filled with sunlight, camping, rafting, hiking,
and spending long days outdoors in our back yards and
forests. Many of us love to share
these experiences with our pets,
as well. But we should remember
a smaller, more insidious side of
summer when they accompany
us on these adventures — parasites! Along with annoying bugs
buzzing around our heads come
smaller, more sinister bugs we
may not usually think about.
Parasites that affect our animals can be split into two main
categories: ectoparasites (those
that live on the outside of the
body) and endoparasites (those
that live inside the body.) The
most common ectoparasites
found on pets in Colorado are
ticks. There are a few species
that call our state home, and as
average temperatures rise ticks
are increasingly being found
at higher elevations than they
were in the past. Ticks can travel
long distances on wildlife such
as deer, elk, and smaller mammals. They tend to find an animal to attach to
by climbing to the top of vegetation, especially
long grass, and standing with outstretched
arms ready to grab an unsuspecting host that
happens to brush past.
Female ticks bite into the skin and feed
on blood to gain the energy needed to

produce offspring. They will
stay attached to the host and
feed for multiple days.
Disease transmission occurs
because any disease-causing
agent the tick may have picked
up from previous hosts can
enter the new host’s bloodstream during this process.
Tickborne diseases often affect
the immune system by infecting white blood cells and can
cause a wide range of health
problems including fever, joint
pain/swelling, vomiting, and
lethargy.
Luckily, preventing infection
by tickborne disease is possible
through regular use of preventative medications. You should
talk to your veterinarian about
which specific type of prevention is best for your pet, but
many are as easy as giving a
chewable treat once a month or
even once every three months.
These products kill ticks when
they bite the pet before they
have the chance to transmit
disease. Additionally, many of
these same products prevent flea infestation
which, while rare, is still possible in our area.
So, if you plan on venturing out into the wild
this summer, make sure your furry friends are
protected against any bugs that want to make
them a meal!

Tickborne
“diseases
can

cause a wide
range of health
problems,
including
fever, joint
pain/swelling,
vomiting, and
lethargy.

”

Evergreen Animal Hospital • 32175 Castle Ct., Evergreen, CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331
Evergreen Animal Hospital is open Monday – Friday, 8 am – 6 pm, Saturday, 8 am – 2 pm,
Sunday, closed. Feel free to contact us any time, visit our website, EvergreenVet.com,
or stop in for a tour of our hospital and to meet our highly trained and dedicated staff.

—

prevention of tooth decay. The
US Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) recommends
that drinking water contain no
more than 2.0 mg/L of fluoride.
Community water fluoridation
has been studied for a century,
and there have been no proven
health detriments other than
dental fluorosis. Fluorosis is a
cosmetic discoloration of tooth
enamel that can result from
excessive fluoride consumption while teeth are developing
in the gums. If your drinking
water has a fluoride content
of 2.0 mg/L or higher, children should be provided with
alternative sources of drinking
water to guard against dental
fluorosis.
Drinking water sources rarely
have a fluoride content of 4
mg/L or higher. If home testing on multiple occasions indicates that your water has fluoride content above this level, a home water
filter to reduce the mineral content should be
considered.
Your water content, coupled with dietary
habits and at-home dental care, including use
of a fluoride toothpaste, all can have a profound impact on your dental care throughout
life. Less decay, smaller and slower progressing decay, and less risk of premature tooth loss
are all benefits of water fluoridation.
If you have any questions about your water
content and/or fluoride supplementation, talk
to your dentist.

Most water
“contains
some

fluoride content,
but typically
an insufficient
amount to
positively affect
dental health.

”

28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260
Evergreen, CO 80439
(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

All Sons Asphalt
720-413-6867

Knotty Pine
303-838-5679

American Asphalt
303-586-5041

Loan Zone Mortgage
303-716-3238

Aspen Park Vet
855-377-2638

Mount Evans Home
Health Care & Hospice
303-674-6400

Big O Tires Evergreen
303-526-1100
Buffalo Park Dentistry
303-674-7741
Cactus Jack’s
Saloon & Grill
303-674-1564
Castles & Kitchens
303-838-4433
Colorado Furniture
303-838-4669
CORE Electric
Cooperative
www.CORE.coop
Creative
Interiors Design
303-758-5800
Evergreen
Animal Hospital
303-674-4331
Evergreen
Health Insurance
303-674-1945
Evergreen
Memorial Park
303-674-7750
Enviro Roofing
303-953-7079
Fly Fishing Guide
duaneredford.com
Grant Automotive
303-697-0225

Mountain West
Painting
720-520-5505
Mountain Wood
Designs
515-314-9122
On the Move
Fitness
303-816-1426

SHOP LOCAL: Aspen Park • Bailey • Conifer • Evergreen • Kittredge • Pine

THANK YOU FOR
SHOPPING AND
DINING LOCAL!

Put your money
where your ♥ is...

Shop Local!

Rocky Mountain
Music Exchange
303-670-1500
Rolling Ridge
Deck & Home
303-670-4919
Rotary Club of Conifer
rotaryconifer.org
Sasquatch Outpost
303-816-9383
Shadow Mountain
Gallery
303 670 3488
Spas Etc.
720-475-1795
Sunrise Solutions
303-816-6337
Valor Roof
and Solar
303-770-7663
Village Gourmet
303-670-0717
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You can’t
buy happiness...
but you can

Buy Local

It’s kind of the

Same Thing.
To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by
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Every month in
stories are contributed by local residents to inspire
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

Our August theme is
Kids and Back to School!
We’d love to hear what you have to say!
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.
[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]

1886 Medlen Schoolhouse • South Turkey Creek Rd
Photo by Gary Loffler
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Art in Our Community
BAILEY
Fun & Funky Art Gallery and Gifts #1
10 Old Stagecoach Rd., Bailey, CO 80421
Fun & Funky Art Gallery and Gifts #2
4 River Dr., Bailey, CO 80421
We feature only Colorado artists, photographers, crafters, and
sculptors! People’s Choice “Best Art Gallery” 2020, 2021, 2022.
Over 100 Members Strong!
mishellnortnik.wixsite.com/funandfunkygallery
The River Canyon Gallery
57 Main St., Bailey, CO 80421
The River Canyon Gallery artists represent a vast cross section
of art and fine craft in media ranging from oil, watercolor and
acrylic painting, photography, beading, jewelry, wood carving
and turning, weaving, knitting, art glass, sculpture, and pottery.
Each artist brings a unique and creative style to the gallery that
contributes to its overall character. In addition to the contributions that each artist provides to the River Canyon Gallery, many
participate in art shows regionally, state-wide, and beyond. To
find out more on any of our exceptional artists, visit their personal biography pages.
rivercanyongallery.com

CONIFER

Unstoppable: We are Rotary!
Our motto: Service Above Self
The Rotary Club of Conifer is a humanitarian service organization whose contributions improve
lives in the mountain area community and worldwide. Conifer Rotary Foundation focuses on
fundraising and volunteer coordination to support the community. We are a volunteer service
organization in Colorado that supports causes that improve the quality of life for our community and the world. Conifer Rotarians are local community members, leaders, and professionals
who are interested in building lifelong friendships through the experience of providing dynamic,
action-oriented volunteer service to others. We are one of more than 35,000 clubs and 1.2 million
men and women worldwide who make up Rotary International.

Our Mission

The Cause

Work locally, regionally, and internationally to:

We hope to see you at Conifer Fest 2022 for a
Saturday of fun and fundraising! Funds raised
support Rotary programs serving our communities, including local grants, high school senior
scholarships, RYLA/Young RYLA scholarships,
and the 285 Backpack Project.

• Combat hunger
• Improve health
• Attain clean water and sanitation
• Provide literacy and education
• Promote peace through world
understanding
• Support the Next Generation (Youth), and
• Eradicate polio.

Each year, Conifer Fest offers you a wide selection of music genres for everyone to enjoy. We
are grateful to the bands that will take the stage
this year to fundraise for Conifer Rotary Club’s
programs.

MOUNTAIN C O N N E C TIO N | Stories are contributed by local residents to inspire healthy living, happy families, and community giving. Deadline is the 16th of each month. Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.

The Nature Link LLC
Pottery Studio & Gallery
30403 Kings Valley Dr., Suite 1-114, Conifer, CO 80433
The Nature Link offers nature and art-based programming for
kids and adults of all ages. We are a nature-centered studio, gallery, education and community space located in the foothills
of Colorado. Learners of all ages, backgrounds and abilities are
welcome to come explore nature and art with us for new knowledge, inspiration and connection. Our open studio provides a
supportive and artistic community to grow new skills, interests
and friendships.
thenaturelink.com

a Borgata
27182 Main St., Ste. 125, Conifer, CO 80433

Brush Strokes Hair Salon & Art Gallery
3082 Evergreen Pkwy, Evergreen, CO 80439

In Italian, “a borgata” means a village. We have created a village
market of craftspeople and artists at our convenient Conifer
location. 99% of our offerings are locally handcrafted by artisans
all over Colorado, including local specialty foods, photography,
jewelry, and gifts of all kinds for that impossible-to-shop-for
loved one. Unique pieces are added daily.

Walk into the lobby and you will find yourself in a walk-through
art gallery before the entrance of the Salon Studio. The scope
of work includes oils, pastels and acrylics, as well as large-scale
murals.

aborgata.com

The Evergreen Gallery
Colorado Artisan Gallery and Gift Shop
28195 Hwy 74, Evergreen, CO 80439

EVERGREEN
Ridge Fine Art
Art gallery
1254 Bergen Pkwy, Suite D118, Evergreen, CO 80439
We specialize in Colorado and Western landscapes and wildlife in oil, pastel, and acrylic, as well as tabletop to monumental bronze sculpture by renowned Lookout Mountain artist Pati
Stajcar. Plus, amazing blown-glass Trout and Salmon sculpture
by Andy Nichols. These have to be seen to be believed! So come
take the short drive up the mountain to visit; you are sure to be
impressed.
ridgefineartgallery.com
Center for the Arts Evergreen
Bringing the Arts to Evergreen Since 1974
31880 Rocky Village Dr., Evergreen, CO 80439
What started as a dream by local art enthusiasts in 1974 has
become a lasting community resource. Center for the Arts
Evergreen provides quality art instruction, exhibitions, and
events. Our main gallery showcases local and nationally-acclaimed artists in both curated and juried exhibitions. We offer
myriad educational opportunities for adults and children in the
visual arts, writing, and art history. In September of 2017, Center
for the Arts Evergreen moved into the newly renovated and historic Bergen Park Church, which additionally features a retail
shop filled with artisan handmade gifts for any occasion. Visit
us for monthly cultural events, concerts, lectures, artist demos,
wine tastings, and much more.
evergreenarts.org

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

brushstrokesarts.com

Gorgeous kaleidoscopes, dazzling glass, and stunning jewelry
are just a few of our favorites things at the Evergreen Gallery. We
invite you to explore our website to get a sense of the incredible
creativity of our talented Colorado artists. This gallery is known
throughout the country as a favorite “don’t miss” destination.
theevergreengallery.com
Shadow Mountain Gallery
28186 Hwy 74, Suite 2, Evergreen, CO 80439
A destination for art lovers for over 30 years. Located in the
heart of downtown Evergreen, Colorado.
shadowmountaingallery.com
Stoneheart Gallery
28005 CO-74, Evergreen, CO 80439
stoneheartgallery.com
Sculpture Evergreen
Sculpture Evergreen collects, displays, and maintains sculptural
art in predominantly outdoor locations that are freely accessible
to the public every day of the week. Our sculptures can be viewed
and experienced by walking or driving through the Evergreen
area. Founded in 1994, Sculpture Evergreen has an all-volunteer
Board of Directors that relies on community support and funding to accomplish its mission. Learn more from our website, and
please come see our sculptures and be inspired.
sculptureevergreen.org
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A BOSTON TEA PARTY
EXCERPTS FROM THE NEWLY-PUBLISHED BECOMING CHARLIE: A MEMOIR
WRITTEN BY CHARLES MONLEZUN FOR HIS GRANDDAUGHTER CHARLIE BLEU
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Advertise with us
and GROW YOUR
BUSINESS!

up.
“Show
Use your mind.

Use your hands.
Don’t forget to sweat.

”

Your Mountain
Connection paper has

T

he 1977 – 78 academic year found
Sharon and me, along with entering
kindergartener, Cherie, living at 198
Aspenwall Avenue in Brookline, Mass. An eleventh-hour admission to Harvard University
School of Public Health was the occasion for a
mad-scramble move north to earn a Master of
Public Health Degree, with a specialization in
Maternal and Child Health (MCH). How that
opportunity came to be, what it meant to each
of us, and how it affected the trajectory and
direction of our lives is a worthy story, yet to
be written. So, the story to relate to you now is
just one thread in the coat of many colors that
came out of that special year. Let me tell you
about it.
One of our required courses in the curriculum was entitled “Maternal and Child Health
Nutrition.” It was taught by Dr. Joanna Dwyer
to the MCH section, six of us. The Steady Six
consisted of three pediatricians, two pediatric nurses (Masters Level), and me. We were a
tight group, and given our small number, one
dared not miss class or be underprepared. Dr.
Dwyer, during that year, was serving as a nutritional consultant to various groups who were
addressing nutritional problems around the
world, especially in undeveloped and developing nations. Some background: One of the
key areas of interest and focus of MCH practice is to reduce maternal and newborn/infant
morbidity and mortality. These numbers are a
barometer of a nation’s health and are closely
monitored.
“Corporation X” (pseudonym), founded in
the nineteenth century, is a major producer/
supplier of infant formula worldwide. Based in
Europe, it had a long history of corporate decisions to market this infant formula in Second
and Third World nations. This practice had
long been the concern of such groups as the
World Health Organization as well as numerous international non-governmental organizations (NGOs). 1977 was no different.
In the bush hospitals throughout Africa,
Corporation X was deceptively dressing its
female sales personnel as nurses. These women
would “visit” the newly delivered mothers in
their immediate postpartum hours to sing the
praises of bottled infant formula over breastfeeding. A starter pack of Corporation X’s
infant formula was given to the lactating mothers with reassurances that they would be held
in high esteem by their villagers upon their
return with their healthy newborn. Within one
day of beginning to use this formula, mother’s
milk was drying up, and the starter pack had to
be replaced with a retail version. Momma went
dry, and baby got hungry.
Back in the villages, the limited formula was
reduced and/or diluted with contaminated
water. Dysentery began to kill infants in such

large numbers that officials, in seeing the
spike, easily connected the dots between this
marketing practice and the higher-than-usual
rate of infant mortality. Enter Joanna Dwyer.
War On Want, a London-based, grassroots
organization, alarmed by Corporation X’s
latest behavior, enlisted Dr. Dwyer’s nutritional/MCH expertise to provide data in their
efforts for a Cease and Desist Order against
Corporation X. The epidemiology was clear
and compelling, but that corporation never
blinked as it continued this practice.
So, War On Want published a pamphlet,
a stapled 8 ½ x 11" compilation of facts and
data regarding this distant crisis. Their organizers knew how to get the economic interest
of the corporate boardroom. On the streets of
London, they began to hand out their publication, entitled, “Corporation X Kills Babies.”
This title was placed above the image of a skull
and crossbones with a baby bottle superimposed over that universally recognized sign of
danger. Additionally, a worldwide campaign
entitled “Boycott Corporation X” accompanied
the handout. This finally got their attention.
War on Want was immediately sued, the very
thing the pamphlet was designed to accomplish. War on Want was essentially pleading,
“Take us to court so that we can show this
damning data!”
Meanwhile, on our side of the Atlantic, we
six students were hatching a media-grabbing strategy of our own. It was so simple. 1.
Know your American history. 2. In America,
an instant tea product accounted for a hefty
portion of Corporate X’s profits. 3. We were in
Boston.
So, we prepared a press release telling
Corporation X, via Dr. Dwyer, of our intention.
We threatened Corporation X that we would
stage a “Boston Instant Tea Party” in the Boston
Harbor. It would be covered by the media and
attended by the faculty and student body of
Harvard School of Public Health — and this
was just the beginning. Understand that at
that moment, our position was only a threat,
but a threat we were prepared to execute. This
time, they blinked. They pulled their “nurses,”
ceased the distribution of the free starter-packs, and returned to their boardroom to
strategize sales techniques that were not so
ethically vacant and grievously wrong.
Charlie Bleu, I have often remembered this
David versus Goliath, right versus wrong story.
Perhaps there will be occasions in your life to
stare down a Goliath, to take a higher road.
Stare down Goliath. Tell Goliath that the lower
road is unacceptable. You will not always win a
good fight, but Goliath will know that a worthy
battle has occurred, and you will be able to
look at yourself in any mirror.
P.S. One of our team of the Steady Six was

named Jane Gardner. She was a pediatric nurse
with at least fifteen years of experience when
she entered Harvard School of Public Health.
She stayed on for her Ph.D., then joined that
faculty and taught a bit over twenty years.
In 2005, when Hurricane Rita devastated
lower Cameron Parish just thirty miles south
of Lake Charles, a small army of volunteers
came to our area’s rescue. About three weeks
after that hurricane, our phone rang in Lake
Charles. (We had just regained power.) It was
Jane Gardner. She was recently retired. She and
her husband, Dick had decided to drive down
to Lake Charles and Cameron to lend a hand,
a physical hand. When Dick and Jane arrived,
Sharon and I joined them in the hot and smelly
task of tearing out the entire walls of a deeply
flooded home in Johnson Bayou.
There, we worked and sweated in ways different from our work and sweat as graduate
school classmates twenty-seven years earlier. That first experience in Boston, taking
on Corporation X, had made us appreciate
our common humanity through a manmade disaster. Then, our second experience
in Johnson Bayou made us appreciate our
common humanity through a natural disaster.
But in both, we answered the call. We simply
did what a human being is called upon to do.
So, Charlie Bleu, be a woman like your mom,
like your Grams Bleu, like Dr. Jane Gardner.
Show up. Use your mind. Use your hands.
Don’t forget to sweat. And don’t be intimidated by any Goliath. Sometimes, you just
have to throw a tea party! Let your impact be
felt near and far.

CHARLES J. MONLEZUN holds a trio of
master’s degrees as well as a doctorate in the
fields of social work and public health from
Tulane and Harvard Universities. Following
a forty-year practice, shared with his wife,
Sharon, in Southwest Louisiana, they moved
to Golden, CO. They enjoy meals, sleepovers,
and park frolicking as often as possible with
their daughter and granddaughter and
continue to cherish time well-spent with
family and friends, old and new.
Pick up your copy of Becoming Charlie at
Hearthfire Books and Treats in Evergreen.

been a fixture in the
foothills for over 25
years. Serving Evergreen,
Conifer, Pine, Bailey,
and the surrounding
area, Your Mountain
Connection has been
bringing positive news
and local advertising to
the foothills mountain
communities.

We have advertised
in Your Mountain
Connection for years.
I think it generates
the best response out
of anything we do to
market our store. We
are happy to be a part
of our community
newspaper
— Susan Fariss, Owner,
Evergreen Crafters

CALL
303-674-3701
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With summer arriving, do you need an image to help you
keep cool? How about over 150 eager, often costume-clad
participants, excitedly lined up on ice, awaiting their
opportunity to jump into the frigid waters of Evergreen Lake
during Active4All’s annual fundraising New Year’s Day Plunge?

The More Folks Get Outside,
The More Hope They Have on the Inside

ince 1989, Active4All, has made it their mission to mobilize public support and financial resources for the
improvement of parks and recreational opportunities for all members of our Evergreen mountain community. A4A accomplishes this by supporting the Evergreen Park & Recreation District through program scholarships, capital improvements and INSPIRE (formerly Special Needs) scholarships.
Financial assistance is shared with families in our community who cannot afford the cost of EPRD programs,
including swim lessons, kids’ camps and after-school care. Capital improvements have included accessible water
fountains at Buchanan Rec, park benches and playground improvement at Wulf Rec Center, mobile stage for
community events, Stagecoach Park Playground and Shelter, Bergen Meadow Playground Accessibility and a
Zambini (mini Zamboni) for the Evergreen Lake Ice Rink. Over $200,000 has been given to Evergreen Parks and
Recreation Community.
A4A’s major fundraising efforts include the New Year’s Day Plunge, Summer Concert Series, Skate the Lake,
charitable contributions from families, individuals and corporations, and grants. This summer, A4A will be visible at the Summer Concert Series with a booth next to the bar, where A4A will receive the tips as donations. The
free concerts will be held at Evergreen Lake House Wednesday evenings on July 20, 27, and August 10.
For more information about these events, to make a financial donation or volunteer, please visit
Active4All’s website at https://a4aevergreen.org/ today. Donations to the foundation at 100% tax deductible.

THE GOOD, THE BAD AND THE UGLY
BY BROOKE WHITE, VALORROOFANDSOLAR.COM

I

have been incredibly fortunate in my solar
experience to work with some of the best
people in the business. Whether it’s my
roofing crews, the owners at Valor, the engineers at 1Solar, or my conversation with some
competitors who gave me great advice, they
all strive to do the best for the client. Having
the Valor value system and support I have
received, I’ve been able to honestly and appropriately have solar conversations with clients.
My clients trust me and my expertise, which
is why I often receive calls from them asking
me to review a neighbor or family member’s
solar system that was installed with a different
company. In this article, I’ll be focusing on the
good, the bad, and the ugly when it comes to
solar and who you can trust.
The Good: there are a few companies that
really put their clients first. The panels they
install are high quality, they install appropriately sized systems for their client’s needs, their
installation agreements are honest and fair,
and they uphold their warranty. If those are
the qualities you are looking for, then Valor or
Namaste are the companies for you. Both companies also have the benefit of being locally
owned and operated. Now, I can only control
how Valor operates in the future, so this recommendation is always subject to change.
The Bad: prior to working at Valor, my husband and I installed solar. Unfortunately, the
company we chose didn’t appropriately install
a big enough system to handle our needs, so
we still owe the power company money each

month. However, the installation process was smooth, our
other concerns were handled,
and we’d rather have 80% of
our energy owned, than renting 100%. When working with
solar companies, ensure they
have a cash-back production
guarantee and that the system
will produce at least 108% of
your needs.
With leased systems, it’s just
like renting to own a house or
leasing a car. For example, let’s
say you lease your system for 20
years. At the end of the 20 years,
you can buy the system from
the company, or the company
can “repo” the panels back. If you choose to
buy the system, then you pay more overall for
the system than if you just bought the system,
and you wouldn’t receive the 26% federal tax
credit. If the panels are repossessed, then how
well do you think that company is going to
treat your roof? Also, you still are involved in
renting your power instead of owning it. Let’s
say you decide to move before that 20 years is
up. You add no equity to the house with leased
systems and the buyers must go through a
sublet process. If the buyers don’t pass this
sublet process, you are liable for continuing to
pay for the solar lease.
The Ugly: unfortunately, I have too many
stories that hit this category. I’ve had to walk

To date over $118,000 has been donated to mountain area nonprofits by

into homes and tell them the
solar rep lied to them. These lies
range from the system’s ability
to produce enough energy due
to shade, or panel placement, or
faulty equipment; that the clients are not actually eligible for
the federal tax credit and thus
lose thousands of dollars; or due
to warranty discrepancies their
panels are just roof weights. If
you are worried about shade
on your property, ensure the
solar company conducts a shade
analysis. In order to receive the
federal tax credit, you must pay
federal taxes. Review your taxes
from the previous year so you
can understand how much of the credit you are
eligible to receive. Read the warranty carefully;
if the solar company isn’t willing to put in writing what they verbally say, then find a different
one.
The worst thing I’ve seen is companies actually have clauses in their installation agreements that say the company can charge you
“market rates” at the time of installation. That
means, the company can choose what “market
rates” are and charge you extra on the day of
installation, without warning. The lack of
integrity those companies have is astronomical and I feel for those folks who were duped.
I can’t imagine expecting to pay $60 a month
to then find out it will be $90 a month due to

My clients
“
trust me and my
expertise.
”

“market rate” adjustments. Any installation
agreement over 8 pages should worry you.
Now solar is like any industry. I’m sure you
all know of a doctor who’s great, one who’s
okay, and another doctor you will never go
back to. Now I may be unique, but I actually sit
down with my clients and review other solar
company proposals with them. I look at the
installation agreements, the production value,
the panel placements, etc. I truly believe that
whoever you go solar with will be better than
the utility company, and I’m here to help folks
however I can. So, if you have questions on
how to protect yourself from those folks or are
just looking for a fresh pair of eyes to help you
decide the right move for your family, I’m here
to help. Each system is unique and requires
thoughtful consideration to ensure the homeowner’s needs and wants are adequately met.
I look forward to custom tailoring your solar
system to your needs.
Installing solar makes financial sense
all day every day in Colorado. With the
increasing energy prices, our sunny weather,
buyback programs, and government
incentives, solar installers can’t keep up
with demand, though I try. I look forward
to working with you, building your solar
system to fit your needs, and seeing how
much money I can save you.
Brooke White, Solar Systems Specialist, call
303-704-2449 or the office at 303-770-7663.
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— ON THE MOVE FITNESS —

Stay Focused!
BY DEB BROWN, NSCA CPT, CWC, CNS
It’s high summer, and hopefully
you are feeling strong and fit
and enjoying lots of time in the
Colorado outdoors. However,
summer can also present many
challenges for people struggling
to keep focused on their health
goals. Vacations, business travel,
home projects, visitors coming
to stay, heavy responsibilities at
work, changing schedules for
the kids — all can lead to a disruption in keeping up with one’s
health. Here are some tried-andtrue ways to stay motivated, even
as your schedule heats up with
summer activities.
1. Have a realistic eating
plan that will work with your summer activities. If your eating is too structured, it is going
to be too hard and unrealistic to stick to while
on vacation, cooking for visiting relatives, etc.
Create a plan that works for you, with your
schedule and activities. If you are working on
weight loss, invest 5 minutes a day to keep a
food journal to help you stay on track.
2. Find a way to keep up with physical activity. If you need accountability, work with a
personal trainer who will help keep you to a
structured, consistent program. Get the kids
involved in outdoor activities. Family coming
for a visit? Get them out for a bike ride or hike.
3. Kill the excuses. Having relatives come to
visit is NOT an excuse to stop working out and
taking care of your health. Going on vacation
for a week is not an excuse to continue eating
like you are on vacation for two months.
4. Examine your commitment. What is it,
exactly, that you want to accomplish? Why?

Ask yourself how committed
you are, how hard you are willing to work, how much you are
willing to sacrifice. Be honest
with yourself.
5. Enlist a support system.
Exercise with friends or a
trainer, or attend a class.
Communicate with your family
what you are trying to accomplish. Ask for their support,
and be specific with what you
need. While on vacation, enlist
family members to stay active
with you.
6. Put in the work! If you
work hard, and consistently,
you will get results. There is
nothing that reinforces personal motivation
like getting results. It gives you the mental and
emotional boost you need to keep re-committing day after day after day.
7. Re-evaluate your goals periodically.
Adjust as needed to adapt to changing life
situations.
8. Reward yourself for attaining your goals
with whatever is special to you.
9. Register for an event. There is nothing
like signing up for an event, for example a 5K,
and plunking down your $25 registration fee.
All of a sudden, you are “in training,” not just
“working out.” It gives you a whole new focus
and can really energize you! Summer is the
perfect time to do this.
If you are looking for support and motivation to get and stay healthy, contact us to learn
about how we can help: www.onthemovefitness.com or 303-816-1426. We offer a free
30-minute Initial Consultation!

a plan
“Create
that works
for you.
”

Deb Brown is an NSCA Certified Personal Trainer and the owner of the
On The Move Fitness Personal Training Studio located in Conifer.
For more information about how we can help you get in shape for summer fun,
please visit www.onthemovefitness.com or call us at 303-816-1426.

On The Move Fitness is a Personal Training Studio that has been
serving the Conifer Area for 16 years. Contact us at 303-816-1426
or www.onthemovefitness.com for more info.

A Skeptic’s View
Nothing Good is Free?
BY GARY LOFFLER

“It is natural and generally healthy to be skeptical of free stuff.”
Nothing good is free. Sadly this old
adage still persists, despite plenty of
evidence to the contrary.

L

et’s take a look at one of the best current
examples of this: Linux operating system
and its associated open source programs.
Currently Microsoft is rolling out Windows
11, which has numerous problems that we
are not going to delve into beyond noting its
lack of privacy, high price, inability to run on
older machines, and poor performance. We are
also going to narrow the range of variations of
Linux and focus on the Mint distro. Mint looks
and behaves a lot like a Windows 7 desktop. If
you prefer an icon-driven desktop that looks
like your cell phone, try Ubuntu. MacOS is
actually a customized version of Linux, which
is why you can download a copy of it and
install it on a non-Apple computer (though it
is not an easy task). Windows software is proprietary, and you can only lease a copy; the
activation key is installed on the computer’s
motherboard.
Recently I took my camera up to the I-70
overpass at the Genesee buffalo overlook and
took a series of photographs. Once I was home,
I plugged the photo card into my laptop and
fired up gthumb (a free open source program
for viewing images) that let me review and
rename the images on the disc according to
their content. Gthumb’s renaming options lets
you create names like 2022-05 Buff Overlook
001. Once the files were renamed I moved
them onto a desktop folder and dragged a
set into Hugin Panorama Creator (a free open
source program that stitches multiple images
together into a single panoramic image). With
a little bit of tweaking this allowed me to take

Why would you work so hard on something for free?
“
How do you profit from your effort? The short answer is that
some people see the value in donating expertise.
”

about 12 of the images of I-70, the buffalo overlook and the mountains, and combine them all
into one large, detailed photo. I then moved
the stitched image into Darktable (a free
open source program for manipulating photo
images) and applied a couple filters including haze removal, color correction, saturation
and contrast before converting the image to
a JPEG. In the end I had a 45 mb photo image
detailed enough that I considered blurring the
license plates on the cars (which I could do in
Darktable or GIMP, a free open source program
very much like Photoshop).
During the entire process, I did not need to
do anything odd or pull up a single command
line prompt. Everything was done using a
menu and a mouse and a rather average laptop

and free open source software.
It is natural and generally healthy to be
skeptical of free stuff. Too often there is a
reason that something is free. In the case of
Linux we are talking about free open source
software which is run by an assortment of large
groups of people following very strict rules.
Open source means that the software code is
left visible and can be viewed and modified
by anyone; however, before any modification
makes it back into the source code of the software, it has to be reviewed and tested by the
group overseeing that software. If I were to
create a printer driver for Linux Mint, it would
have to be approved by their engineers before
it would be added to the operating system. As
for programs like Darktable, these are run by

people who have control of the source code for
the program but allow others to create additional features. If these features are deemed
valuable, they are added to the source code.
The overall philosophy is based on Creative
Commons. At its most rudimentary, Creative
Commons means that you have given permission to anyone to use your code (or artwork) as
long as they ascribe the original work to you.
Other rules start to come into play when you
modify the original and then sell it . This is why
Apple has to let anyone who purchases a Mac
have free access to a copy of the OS.
Understandably this confuses a lot of people.
Why would you work so hard on something
for free? How do you profit from your effort?
The short answer is that some people see the
value in donating expertise. They volunteer
their time to make Linux better or to tweak it
to make it do something they want it to do, like
run a specific video card, make the desktop
look a certain way, have the file system show
specific options, etc. But some people do make
money by teaching how to use the program.
People get paid to train users on the most basic
programs on a computer (internet browsers,
office programs). Others make money training
or working with more complicated programs,
but the big money is for the engineers who
maintain the internet which is run on Linux.
Big data centers are almost all run on Linuxbased software. For a free software, Linux has
a truly staggering number of people behind it.
As an example I am going to post the image
of the Genesee overpass on Your Mountain
Connection’s website (www.yourmtnconnection.com) with Creative Commons permissions. If you want to share the image on social
media, use the smaller image. If you want to
print a copy for your wall, use the larger one.
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Penny for your thoughts

Juba Shares a Laugh with the African Hyena
BY PENNY RANDELL

Spotted Hyena

Striped Hyena

Aardwolf

Brown Hyena

The spotted hyena is
“
very vocal and produces

a variety of sounds.
They are famous for their
whoops, grunts, groans,
giggles, growls, laughs
and whines.

”

In that my mom is off in Africa, I thought I would take the opportunity
to write about the infamous hyena that lives there.

F

irst of all, let me throw in some biology
that contains some professional jargon.
Hyenas are filiform carnivoran mammals
of the family Hyaenidae. In short this means
these animals are in a suborder consisting of
cat-like carnivorans, including the cat, mongoose, viverrids (cat-like mammals) and a few
others. Today there are only four living species
in Hyaenidae, which is the fifth smallest biological family in Carnivora and one of the smallest
in the class Mammalia. These days the number
of hyenas left on the planet may be frighteningly thin, but these guys are unique and fortunately are still vital members of the African
ecosystem.
Although the hyena is closer to felines and
the 35 species of viverrids, they are behaviorally
and morphologically similar to canids in several ways, due to convergent evolution. Neither
the dog nor hyena take to climbing into trees
to hide or rest and are considered cursorial
hunters. This means they catch prey with their
teeth rather than claws. Both eat food quickly
and will often store it. The dog and hyena are
known for their calloused feet with large, blunt
nonretractable claws that are adapted for running and making sharp turns. However, the

hyena’s grooming, scent marking, defecation
habits, mating, and parental behavior are more
consistent with other filiform, and not the
canid.
Today four species of hyenas exist: the striped
hyena, the brown hyena, the spotted hyena,
and the aardwolf. The aardwolf can be traced
back to 15 million years ago, and is the only
survivor of the dog-like hyena lineage. Such
success is partly due to its diet of insects and
the little competition they have experienced.
The striped hyena evolved from other hyena
species millions of years ago, and their fossils
are common in Africa. This particular species
was a late invader of Eurasia, believed to have
spread outside Africa only after the extinction
of the spotted hyena in Asia at the end of the
Ice Age. Too, this critter was similar in appearance to modern populations, although larger
when compared to the brown hyena. The spotted hyena diverged from the striped and brown
hyenas 10 million years ago. This one is believed
to have developed rewarding social behaviors
in response to increased pressure from rivals,
which forced them to operate in teams.
The hyena is built like no other mammal.
Their torso is short, although quite massive and

wolf-like, with lower hind quarters, high withers and a noticeable sloping back that extends
to the rump. Their forelegs are high with very
short back legs, and a short, thick neck. Their
skulls superficially resemble those of large
canids, but are much larger, with shorter facial
areas. Locomotion is considered digitigrade,
meaning running or walking on their toes,
with the rest of the foot elevated. Each foot has
four digits and bulging paw pads. As far as hair
is concerned, their pelage is sparse and coarse
with poorly developed or absent underfur.
Most species have a long mane running from
their head down to their withers. All except the
spotted hyena have stripes, which they probably inherited from their viverrid ancestors.
Hyenas have one more pair of ribs than canids,
and their tongue is rough like felines and
viverrids. Except for the spotted hyena, males
remain larger than females. Also, unlike other
hyenas, the female spotted hyena’s external
genitalia closely resemble that of a male.
Dentition is similar to that of a canid, but
more specialized for consuming coarse food
and crushing bones. The carnassials, particularly the uppers, are very powerful and are
found in the back of the mouth for extreme
exertion of pressure from the jaw. The canines
are short and robust. Both striped and spotted
hyenas have such strength of their jaws that
they can kill a dog with one bite, crushing its
neck without breaking the skin. The spotted
hyena is renowned for its strong bite proportional to its size.
Hyenas lack perineal scent glands, even
though they have a large pouch of naked skin
located at the anal opening. Fairly large anal
glands above the anus open into this pouch
where sebaceous glands also feed. These glands
secrete a white, creamy liquid that is pasted
onto grass stalks. The odor of the secretion is
very strong, smelling somewhat like boiling
soap, or like something burning. This stench
can be detected by humans several miles away
if you are downwind. Yuck! Now that sounds
nasty. Anyway, such secretions are mostly used
for marking territory. In fact, both the aardwolf
and striped hyena will spray this potion when
attacked.
Although these fellows do not wash their
faces, they do groom themselves like felids

and viverrids, licking themselves in a cat-like
manner. They crouch to a sitting position on
their lower back, spreading their legs with one
leg pointing vertically upward. They defecate
just as other Carnivora; however, they do not
lift their leg to urinate like a dog. Unlike scent
gland secretions used for marking, urine has
no function. When attacked by lions or dogs,
striped and brown hyenas will often feign
death, whereas the spotted hyena will fight to
the finish. Continuing, the spotted hyena is very
vocal and produces a variety of sounds. They
are famous for their whoops, grunts, groans,
giggles, growls, laughs, and whines. This is
quite different from the stripped hyena, which
is mostly silent, except for a chattering laugh
and subdued howling.
Hyena mating, too, is not at all dog-like.
Copulation is spread out, involving brief
intervals of coming together, whereas the
dog engages in a single drawn out copulation. Spotted hyena cubs are born almost fully
developed, with their eyes wide open. Their
incisors and canine teeth are already erupting,
although they lack adult markings. In contrast,
striped hyena cubs are born ready to go, complete with adult markings, but they are born
with closed eyes and very small ears. When
it comes to raising the young, spotted hyena
males take no part in raising their young, but
striped hyena males do participate.
The striped hyena is a devout scavenger;
however, it will attack any animal it can overcome, meanwhile eating fruit along the way.
The spotted fellow can also be a scavenger at
times, even though his routine is to remain in
packs most of his waking hours. Prey consists
of medium- to large-sized ungulates that are
chased to exhaustion, after which the kill takes
place. The aardwolf survives pretty much on
insects, being specialized for feeding on termites which it licks up with its broad, thick
tongue. The spotted hyena usually eats 95%
of the animals they capture. Although these
animals have a reputation of being cowardly,
they can drive away larger animals, such as
a lion, from its kill. With the exception of the
highly gregarious spotted hyena, these animals
are not particularly social. Again, the spotted
one is singled out, for he is the only one of the
four hyena species that is partially immune to
rabies. When other carnivores are taken by disease, the spotted hyena stands tall and hardly
ever falls victim to disease-induced mortality.
The idea that hyenas are cowards has persisted until today. But this could not be true if
you study their hunting skills and behavior in
general. Survival comes first, and the hyena’s
hunting strategy is based on endurance. This
often involves testing prey to see how much
fight they have left, which could be interpreted
as timidity but is better understood as key to
their highly successful long game. After all,
there is no point risking fatal injury from a kick
or a claw when all you need is patience.
There are many misconceptions when it
comes to the hyena. The idea that hyenas
spend their time sneaking about and stealing
the spoils of battle from a more noble animal,
such as a lion, is one such falsity. Studies reveal
that the lion actually steals more kill from the
hyena than vice versa. The animosity between
these two animals is known to be quite powerful. These two are forever enemies and remain
locked in battle over food and territory. Lions
may have the advantage when it comes to size,
but the hyena makes up for this with its remarkable intelligence. One truth that you can count
on is that the spotted hyena gathers in social
groups larger than any other carnivore. Some
groups actually number more than 130 individuals. This species is ruled by the female and
is known for their ability to defend up to 620
square miles.
In so many ways this is only the beginning.
If you are so inclined, read more about the
hyena. Many facts are quite amazing and prove
this critter to be remarkable, although greatly
misunderstood. We may not be in Africa, but
having such knowledge can be particularly
entertaining — for thinking dogs and humans
alike. That’s that for this study. Hopefully my
mom will soon return and together we shall
choose another species to study for next time.
Happy summer to you all!
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Dogs, Dogs, A
Dogs
BY CATHY KOWALSKI

We love our dogs, and they love
us! They love to please us and to
spend time with us, but how do
we know what they are trying to
tell us?

dog that is yawning may not be tired,
they may be showing signs of stress. It
is not uncommon to see a dog yawn at
the vet’s office or the groomer. It can also mean
that they are confused about what you want
them to do. They can use yawning to calm
themselves or to calm you!
Your dog may lick their lips right after a delicious meal or treat, but it can also be a sign that
they are anxious or stressed.
A dog with a loose posture and showing
their front teeth is giving a happy greeting. A
dog who bares their teeth accompanied by a
growl, with the corners of the dog’s lips in a C
formation — that dog is saying stay away, leave
me alone.
What do the eyes tell you? Soft eyes with
relaxed lids indicate the dog is calm. Hard eyes,
a hard stare that lasts for quite a while is a dog
that is threatening.
When dogs approach a new dog, frequently
they approach from the side and tend to look
away — this is a way of calming themselves and
the other dog and saying, “I’m OK.” Looking
away and avoiding eye contact is a sign they are
stressed, as is “whale eyes,” when you see the
whites of their eyes.

Looking away and avoiding eye contact is a sign they are
“stressed…as
well as when you see the whites of their eyes.
”

A dog’s posture is also a clue as to what they
are feeling. A fearful, stressed dog may cower,
their body may be shaking; they may slink, tuck
their ears back, try to get low to the ground to
appear smaller, or try to hide behind you. Dogs
that roll over, belly up, may want a belly rub if
they are relaxed; but it can also be a sign of fear
and submission.
A dog whose weight is forward may be trying
to appear larger and may be posturing or suspicious of something. If your dog is leaning
forward but their back legs are stretched way
behind is saying — this scares me but maybe I’ll
check it out!
Offering a paw can mean they know how to
shake and would like a reward, but it can also
be a sign of insecurity and they are trying to
appease.
Hackles raised on the dog’s back mean they
are aroused, but that can be because they are
excited or because they are apprehensive
about something.
And then there is the tail. Look at the position of the tail — the higher the tail the more
confident and aggressive the dog. Tails pointing straight down or tucked between their legs
are signs of stress and fear. Try to get an idea of

what your dog’s tail is like when they are happy
and comfortable — then you will be aware
when they are trying to tell you something different. A slow, relaxed wag is a happy, content
dog. A dog with their tail in the air, tick-tocking back and forth quickly is an aroused dog.
Scratching is another code for stress or
avoidance behavior. If the only time your dog
scratches is when you ask them to do something — they are avoiding whatever it is that
you want. When you give your dog a command
and they start to scratch — what do you do?
You wait, you may think they don’t understand
but they may be saying I don’t really want to do
that and I’m going to stall.
Shake it off — when your dog gives a good
shake, they may be releasing stress!
Cathy is the Executive
Director and trainer at
Faithfully K9 Service
Dogs and Dog Training.
Call 970-591-3205
or visit the website
www.faithfullyk9.com.
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ART. ART? ART!

BY ANNE VICKSTROM

“The point of art is that if someone creates it, and you like it, it’s good art.”

W

hile walking in a not-to-be-disclosed location, a home was passed
that had some, let’s say, unique
works of art. The artists in this home had
done some very creative things with both natural and man-made elements that made us
take notice, giggle, and cock our heads with
confusion. “There are all forms of art,” was
said.
I recently had the privilege of visiting a
home that no one could deny held “good” or
“real” art. I stood near one framed work and
laughed, “Look, I’m this close and no guard
is going to tell me to step back.” Yes, it was
that level of art. The collectors had done
their work and then built a home around
their collection. Special and specific design
and architectural elements had been built to
show off sculptures, paintings, photographs,
and textiles. They didn’t miss anything; my
favorite of the entire gorgeous home was the
way the family had framed the entire Mount
Evans —scratch that — Mount Blue Sky range
through their window designs. This was truly
awesome.
Another home was a favorite, as it was filled
with the art from our mountain community.
This wonderful house was covered from top
to bottom, inside and out, with the work of
local artists. The owner’s appreciation of the
wide variety of art our community enjoys was
inspiring; I wanted to run down to one of our
local art galleries and buy a piece for myself.
I have had many opportunities to be in
a lot of homes, and I have a great appreciation for the different art that people enjoy.

Everything from hanging a bedspread to
hanging a multi-thousand-dollar canvas on a
wall has brought me joy; joy that people see
beauty in all sorts of art.
This summer’s art festivals in and near our
mountain community will fill my weekends. I
like to think of the many tents set up on a field
as bubbles of imagination! It is fascinating
how one artist is drawn to work with wood,
while another loves the shaping of metal with
fire. Soap and candles turn from functional to
creative objects by the imaginative mind. Dirt
and water become clay, and from clay come
objects that bring delight into a home. Don’t
even get me started on the glass!
Walking through art fairs is like being a ball
in a pinball game. Look to the right — there’s a
vivid glaze — look to the left — there’s a beautiful wooden bowl — look beyond — I have no
idea what that is, but no matter, that fellow is
closing a sale as I ponder just exactly what it
is he’s selling.
The point of art is that if someone creates
it, and you like it, it’s good art. I don’t fly with
the notion that there’s bad art — just someone
else’s art.
Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was
right here at Your Mountain Connection.
She has written for national and regional
publications and has published books.
She loves living in Evergreen where she
and her husband raised their three
children and six dogs.
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Enjoy your summer of art at these upcoming
events — up here and down there!

Visit Julie’s website at
www.brushstrokesarts.com to
see more of her work and learn
about her upcoming shows.

alk into the lobby of Julie
Grundtner’s hair salon, Brush
Strokes, at 3082 Evergreen Pkwy,
#2, in Evergreen, and you will find yourself in
a walk-through art gallery before the entrance
of the Salon Studio. Julie’s sometimes vibrant,
sometimes ethereal depictions will take you
from the Colorado mountains to the California
coast. The scope of her work includes oils, pastels and acrylics, as well as large-scale murals.
Venues that have presented Julie’s work
include Grace Galleries in the Santa Fe Arts
District in Denver, Cherry Creek Arts Gallery,
Foothills Arts Center, Mt. Vernon Country
Club, Creekside Winery, and the Evergreen
Center for the Arts. More broadly, galleries in
Las Vegas and California have showcased her
work as well.

Julie’s roots are in California, where she
grew up influenced by the art of her Hungarian
father, but she has found her home here in
Evergreen, where she has resided for the past
25 years. She is a creative force, dividing her
time between the salon and her multifaceted
art career. Whether she’s matching her client
with the perfect cut and color in the salon,
assessing a home’s color palette, or filling a
blank canvas with color, Julie creates beauty in
everything.
Reach out to Julie if you have an interest in
modern mountain art — perhaps a commissioned piece, a one-of-a-kind mural in your
home or business, or a holiday gift of original
art. Purchase directly from the artist with no
markups, for up to 50% off the average storefront galleries.

Brush Strokes • 3082 Evergreen Pkwy no 2 building, Evergreen, CO 80439
Julie Grundtner@Linkedin • https://www.facebook.com/julie.artist1
www.instagram.com/brushstrokes62 • 303-679-9255 • brushstrokesarts.com

Center for the Arts Evergreen Summerfest
Saturday/Sunday, July 23/24, 10am – 5pm, Buchanan Fields, Evergreen.
Georgetown Plein Air 2022
Saturday/Sunday, July 29/30
Cherry Creek Arts Festival
Friday/Saturday/Sunday, July 1 – 3, 9 am – 6 pm, Cherry Creek North, Denver
Goods in the Woods
Saturday, July 2, 2 – 6 pm, Warren Station at Keystone
Evergreen Fine Arts Festival
Saturday/Sunday, August 27/28, 10 am – 5 pm, Buchanan Park Fields, Evergreen
Street Fair
Saturday/Sunday, July 30/31, 16th Street Mall, Denver
Cheeseman Park Art Fest
Saturday/Sunday July 23/24, 1599 E. 8th Avenue, Denver
Colorado Black Arts Festival
Friday/Saturday/Sunday, July 8 – 10, 2001 Colorado Blvd., Denver
Annual Breckenridge Art Festival
Thursday/Friday/Saturday, July 7 – 9.
The Village at Breckenridge, 535 South Park Avenue, Breckenridge
Silverthorne Fine Art Festival
Friday/Saturday/Sunday, July 15 – 17, 430 Rainbow Drive, Silverthorne
Lake Dillon Arts Festival
Friday/Saturday/Sunday, July 15 – 17, 104 Village Pl. Dillon
Search: arts near me and find even more!
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DISK GOLF PRO TOUR

MATCH PLAY CHAMPIONSHIP

WE DO
SUMMER HERE!
You don’t have to look very hard
to find summer events here in our
mountain communities. Whether
you prefer an art festival or a
sporting event, fine dining or a
fine hot dog, you’ll not be lacking
for things to do this summer.
Just this past June, we had the
Rhubarb Festival in Pine Grove,
the Evergreen Rodeo and Parade,
and a pro disc golf event at
Bailey Outdoor Education and
Recreation Area (BOERA), just to
name a few.
Your Mountain Connection runs
a Community Calendar in each
edition on page 28. So if you find
yourself wondering what to do
now that the days are warm and
the sunshine stretches long into
the evening, check it out. Enjoy!
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Jeff’s favorites

Sultans of Swing
BY MARK KNOPFLER

God Bless The USA
BY LEE GREENWOOD

COOKING CLASSES WITH…

Cheers to the Homemakers!
BY FRANCESCA ARNIOTES

one…looks upon cooking as an act of love, and aims to nourish the family by creating daily
“When
time to connect in a pleasurable and restorative hour, it is supremely satisfying and fulfilling.
”
In a neighborhood in Brooklyn
in 1925, Mrs E.G. Buell compiled
The Community Cookbook, with
almost 400 favorite recipes and
homemaking tips from her fellow
ladies of Bensonhurst

I

t is proper to be writing for a paper named
“Your Mountain Connection,” because connection is everything. We are all connected,
whether we acknowledge it or not, although
it would be in everyone’s best interest to get
hold of that fact pretty soon. Think about the
moments when you have been overcome with
happiness. I’m willing to bet each one was a
moment of connection with humans, animals
or the natural world, rather than a car, a game
or a pair of shoes. How many times have we
experienced profound happiness while sitting
around a table with family and friends, sharing
food, drinks and stories? The ability to make
the world a better place abides with those who
make just such a daily opportunity for caring
connection happen.
I own several cookbooks from the early
1900s (I discussed The Settlement Cookbook in
my May 2020 article) which were written to
guide women in their role as homemakers.
Besides recipes, these books advise women
how to make a happy home and a happy marriage and raise happy, respectful and responsible children. These books were generous and
caring efforts at connection between settled
American women and new immigrants who
had left their mothers, families and familiar
ways behind and landed in a fast-paced and
dynamic society with its own demands and
expectations. Easing their transition was a

Want to try my sample dinner? You can substitute vegetables,
meats, or fish. Consider herb or spice blends such as Herbs de
Provence, Ras al Hanout, curries, etc. for variety.
Ingredients
Swiss chard, cut the bunch crosswise into
several pieces. Slice stems.
3 cloves garlic, smashed and peeled.
Potatoes, unpeeled, cut into ¼ inch cubes.
Chicken breasts, sliced in half horizontally
while potatoes are cooking.
Put garlic and olive oil to cover the bottom
into cold skillet. Turn heat to medium low.
When garlic is fragrant and just starting to
color, add the greens and stir to coat. Add ¼
cup water, cover and cook until water evaporates. Transfer everything to serving bowl
and keep warm.

kindness that also paid dividends by building
a united and functional culture. Caring for
one another is fundamental to happiness, and
happiness is fundamental to a healthy society.
These women who collected and compiled recipes from neighbors and newcomers and who
instructed about meal planning, table manners and home economics: were they wiser
or braver than we are today? Wiser, because
they recognized the awesome power wives and
mothers have to affect the common welfare
and the happiness of the community. What
is greater power than to build and nurture
human beings toward reaching self-actualization and becoming builders and nurturers

Return the skillet to the burner, turn heat to
medium high, add another tablespoon of
oil to the skillet, and add potatoes. Stir and
cook 5 – 7 minutes. Add salt, pepper, and
spices if using. Remove to serving bowl and
keep warm.
Return pan to the burner. Add oil to cover
bottom. Dredge dry chicken in seasoned
flour and add to hot oil. Cook in batches a
minute or two on each side, depending on
thickness, removing to a plate. Deglaze pan
with ½ cup wine and ½ cup stock, reduce
liquid by a third, remove from heat, whisk
in a knob of cold butter, taste, add salt if
needed and return the chicken and juices to
the skillet and allow to rest in the sauce on
the closed burner for a few minutes.
themselves? Or braver, because they boldly
communicated common values and instructions for keeping house and raising a family.
They also found the courage to buck the politics and the beliefs of their tribe or their class
in favor of honoring diversity and helping all
women contribute to the greater good. These
cookbooks illustrate the importance and
impact of the dinner table and the power and
responsibility of a homemaker in the kitchen.
When one embraces that role with joy, looks
upon cooking as an act of love, and aims to
nourish the family by creating daily time to
connect in a pleasurable and restorative hour,
it is supremely satisfying and fulfilling.

In 1925, convenience foods were fairly
non-existent, commercial frozen foods and
supermarkets just the germ of an idea, and
tools and cooking equipment very labor intensive. Today we can get a meal going remotely
or, thanks to gadgets from refrigerators to
stick blenders, have a homemade, balanced
meal on the table in about a half hour. After
dinner, a few minutes to load the dishwasher
and everyone is free. It’s a world the ladies of
Bensonhurst could only have dreamed of. I
love being in my kitchen and cooking for my
family, but I have many additional interests
and there are only so many hours in a day. So
when I cook, I fancy myself a model of efficiency so that all the joy of cooking does not
turn to utter despair afterwards when it looks
like the kitchen exploded. I clean as I go, often
washing and reusing a single mixing bowl and
using the same skillet — first for greens in garlic
and oil, then to cook the potatoes, and then for
the chicken, finally adding a splash of wine
and some stock to deglaze and a knob of butter
to emulsify everything into a luscious pan
sauce. Thirty minutes in the kitchen, a leisurely
dinner hour and a few minutes of clean up, and
it’s back to the table for a game of Dominion or
a movie. Cheers to the homemakers!

If tomorrow all the things were gone
I’d worked for all my life
And I had to start again
with just my children and my wife
I’d thank my lucky stars
to be livin’ here today
‘Cause the flag still stands for freedom,
and they can’t take that away

From the lakes of Minnesota,
to the hills of Tennessee
Across the plains of Texas,
from sea to shining sea
From Detroit down to Houston
and New York to L.A.
Well, there’s pride in every American heart
And it’s time we stand and say

And I’m proud to be an American
where at least I know I’m free
And I won’t forget the men who died,
who gave that right to me
And I’d gladly stand up next to you
and defend her still today
‘Cause there ain’t no doubt I love this land
God bless the USA

That I’m proud to be an American
where at least I know I’m free
And I won’t forget the men who died,
who gave that right to me
And I’d gladly stand up next to you
and defend her still today
‘Cause there ain’t no doubt I love this land
(I love this land)
God bless the USA

Written by: Lee Greenwood • Album: Lee Greenwood - Gospel • Released: 1995
Lyrics provided by Musixmatch

You get a shiver in the dark
It’s raining in the park, but meantime
South of the river,
you stop and you hold everything
A band is blowing Dixie
Double four time
You feel all right
When you hear the music ring
Well, now you step inside
But you don’t see too many faces
Coming in out of the rain
to hear the jazz go down
Competition in other places
Ah, but the horns
They blowin’ that sound
Way on down south
Way on down south
London town
Yeah, check out Guitar George
He knows all the chords
Mind, he’s strictly rhythm
He doesn’t want to make it cry or sing
Left-handed old guitar
Is all he can afford
When he gets up under the lights
To play his thing

And Harry doesn’t mind
If he doesn’t make the scene
He’s got a daytime job, he’s doing all right
He can play the Honky Tonk like anything
Saving it up for Friday night
With the Sultans
With the Sultans of Swing
And a crowd of young boys
They’re fooling around in the corner
Drunk and dressed in their best
brown baggies and their platform soles
They don’t give a damn
About any trumpet playing band
It ain’t what they call rock and roll
And the Sultans
Yeah, the Sultans, they play Creole
Creole
And then the man
He steps right up to the microphone
And says at last
Just as the time bell rings
“Goodnight, Now it’s time to go home”
Then he makes it fast with one more thing
We are the Sultans
We are the Sultans of Swing

Written by: Mark Knopfler • Album: Dire Straits • Released: 1978
Lyrics provided by Musixmatch

Join us! We offer hands-on cooking
classes in our Conifer kitchen.
Browse classes on our website
www.castlesandkitchens.com or
contact Francesca or Tom at
castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

To advertise with
CALL 303-674-3701
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Conifer Chamber News
SAVE THE DATES:
Experience Conifer!
ELEVATION CELEBRATION T
JULY 30 – 31, 2022
Best Things to Do in Conifer, CO

BY BRITNI LEROUX, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

showcases local talent from the foothill
“Entertainment
communities and surrounding Front Range cities.
”

Summer is officially here; our
days are a little longer and it’s
time for our annual Conifer
summer festival, focusing on
celebrating the mountain lifestyle. Elevation Celebration is a
free community street faire the
last weekend in July. The event
boosts entertainment for the
entire family over two full days
with live music, games for all
ages, vendors, beer gardens and
so much more! This year’s festival is Saturday, July 30th and
Sunday, July 31st. The weekend
kicks off with the 10th Annual
Elevation Run/Walk sponsored
by Altitude Financial PartnersJeanie Boymel, Saturday, July
30th. This course celebrates
the Conifer trails that take you
around the scenic Aspen Park
neighborhoods of Conifer
(average elevation 8200 feet!) on some paved
and dirt roads and trail running for the
10K’ers. The run is coordinated by and benefits the Conifer Lobos Unified Boosters (CLUB)

and Conifer Area Council (CAC)
Trail team. Registration is open
at clubchs.org/Elevation.
This year’s festival features
over 20 bands on two main
stages and the Salida Circus.
Entertainment
showcases
local talent from the foothill communities and surrounding Front Range cities.
Immediately following the
Run, the Celebration opens on
the Colorado Furniture stage
and the Bellwether Stage.
Festival headliners include
Persuasion sponsored by June
McKenzie-RE/MAX
Alliance,
Austin Young sponsored by
Kevin & Kelly Beaulieu, James
Carothers
sponsored
by
Spectrum Electric, and Joe Bye.
Elevation Celebration is
going to be better than ever
this year! Meet us in Aspen Park along Sutton
Rd on July 30th and 31st and see for yourself!
Britni LeRoux, Executive Director
Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce

Elevation
“
Celebration is

going to be
better than ever
this year!

”

Membership questions? Contact the chamber office: director@GoConifer.com, 303-838-5711.

he Conifer area is a charming mountain
destination with an elevation of 8,277
feet, located along U.S. Route 285 and
nestled in the Foothills southwest of Denver.
Here you’ll find great restaurants, festivals, and
outdoor activities. Our residents and visitors
enjoy mountain biking, hiking, rock climbing,
four-wheeling, camping, cross-country skiing,
snowshoeing, sledding and so much more!
Stop in and see us to learn why Conifer truly is
a great choice for living, raising a family, working and enjoying the great outdoors.

Take a look at our “Top Things to Do in
Conifer, CO” lists, and we’ll show you the
best Conifer has to offer for that experience.
Whether you’re looking for a great place to
eat, the next big concert or festival, community-minded tips, the best businesses to work
with, or where to be in Conifer, CO, when
something’s going on, we’ll bring you front
row to the action!

www.goconifer.com/
best-things-to-do-in-conifer-co/

MEMBERSHIP MEETING — IN PERSON: CACC
Thursday Jul 14, 2022 • 7:30 – 9:00 am
This meeting welcomes chamber members, prospective members, and any of our neighbors
interested in learning more about our business community and activities in the area!
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Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News
Everything Evergreen!
Evergreen Newcomers and
Neighbors — Carol Goss
Evergreen Newcomers and Neighbors
(ENN) is a non-profit organization with
membership open to everyone in the
greater Evergreen area. ENN has over 20
Activity Groups, so join in and have fun!
P.O. Box 2197
Evergreen, CO 80437
www.evergreennewcomers.com

Buffalo Mountain Apparel Company
— Laura Bard
We’re a family-owned apparel and home
goods store, inspired by the mountains. We
have two stores in Breckenridge and we’re
so happy to have a new store in our own
neighborhood, beautiful Evergreen!
(303) 949-9803
28235 Hwy 74
Evergreen, CO 80439
Buffalomountainapparel.com

Registration will close at 11 pm on Wednesday, July 6th. If you wish to pre-order a breakfast
burrito, you must register by 10:00 AM on July 6th. When registering please select the
option of meeting only or meeting with a breakfast burrito. Please bring your own coffee,
tea, or water, as beverages will not be provided.
www.GoConifer.com

Go Paint! Evergreen — Aysha Diril
Ladies night out, birthday parties,
fundraisers, scouts...

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is
dedicated to making our community the best it
can be. We are here to support our local businesses
and create opportunities for them to grow and
get connected to our community.

(303) 679-3089
4602 Plettner Lane 2B
Evergreen, CO 80439
www.GoPaintFun.com

www.goconifer.com

Jones Law Office — Tracy Jones
Evergreen Estate Planning, Law Firm and
Family Law Matters.
(303) 674-1117
32186 Castle Court Suite 301
Evergreen, CO 80439
www.joneslawcolorado.com

BY NANCY JUDGE

The Chamber is ALL about our mountain community. We all live here,
recreate here, and bring friends and family in from out of town to
experience Evergreen. I know many of you do too!

T

o help us all, the Evergreen
Chamber is developing
a community app that
you can download from your
cell phone app store. It will be
called “Everything Evergreen”
and should be available in
early July. Not only will this
help those who come into our
community learn about all
that it has to offer, there will
be businesses in virtually every
category, so you no longer
must post on Facebook asking
for suggestions! Do you need
someone to help you get into
your car because you locked
your key inside? No worries,
the app will have the business
name, phone number, and all
the contact information you
need. Have you recently been
told by your insurance provider that you are going to be
dropped because you live in
the foothills? No worries. All
the local insurance offices with
all their information will be in the palm of
your hand. Looking to go for a hike with some
friends who are in town? All the trail maps will
be accessible from your cell phone. We are so
excited about the possibilities this app will
provide to residents and visitors alike, including the details for upcoming events and the
ability of your favorite restaurants and shops
to send you coupons and special event notices.
And because we do not want the excitement
to end there, we are going to kick off the promotion of this new app with a raffle that will
highlight “Everything Evergreen.” Look for
prize packages that will combine so many
of our amazing local businesses including a
package for Girls Day Out, a Family Stay-Cation
package, a “Christmas Made Easy” bundle (this
will finish your Christmas shopping list before
you even get started!), and a “Romance is in
the Air” to warm anyone’s heart. Look for more
details on this next month.

I know everyone’s calendars are filling up quickly now
that our beautiful weather has
arrived, so please mark your
calendar for Taste of Evergreen
to be held at the Evergreen Lake
House on Tuesday, September
20. This will be a fun evening of
enjoying tastes and sips from
all our awesome restaurants,
food trucks, pubs and more
while enjoying music and
visiting with neighbors and
friends, all while surrounded
by the beauty of the Lake
House. Look for tickets to go
on sale in August.
Since we cannot talk too
much about wildfire mitigation, I want to highly recommend that as you do mitigation on your property to make
yourself aware of Colorado’s
Income 65: Wildfire Mitigation
Measures Subtraction which
allows individuals, estates and
trusts to claim a subtraction on
their Colorado income tax return for certain
costs incurred in performing wildfire mitigation measures on their property in a wildland-urban interface area within Colorado.
The subtraction is equal to either 50% or 100%
(depending on the tax year) of the qualifying costs for performing wildfire mitigation
measures. The total subtraction a taxpayer
can claim per tax year is limited to $2,500.
For more details on this program, please
visit: https://tax.colorado.gov/sites/tax/files/
Income65.pdf
At the Evergreen Chamber, we are deeply
saddened by the passing of Colin Kerr,
owner of the Wildflower Cafe in downtown
Evergreen. Wildflower Cafe is a member of
the Evergreen Chamber, and Colin served on
the Board of Directors for our Chamber. His
passion for this community will be greatly
missed.

Please mark
“
your calendar for

Taste of Evergreen
to be held at
the Evergreen
Lake House
September 20.

”

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website EvergreenChamber.org.
Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

Land Title Guarantee Company
— Samantha Glenn
Land Title Guarantee Company is the
largest locally owned and operated title
agency in Colorado with a local office in
Evergreen. Established in 1967, we deliver
an unsurpassed experience for all.
(303) 674-4493
3064 Whitman Drive Suite 201
Evergreen, CO 80439
www.ltgc.com

For over 50 years the Evergreen Area
Chamber of Commerce
has proudly been serving the
mountain community. Our mission
is to grow the local economy by
building business relationships,
promoting the community and
representing local concerns with
our county government.

The Stone House
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439

EvergreenChamber.org

Wild Aware — Christie Greene
Wild Aware encourages, supports, and
enhances the healthy, safe and rewarding
co-existence of humans and wildlife.
(303) 324-8156
Evergreen, CO 80439
www.wildaware.org

Tuesday, September 20, 2022 at the Evergreen Lake House
4:30 – 5:30 pm VIP Happy Hour | Event 5:30 – 8:00 pm
For info and to purchase tickets: www.evergreenchamber.org

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS
will have a live performance for family and
friends. Limited space is available. Claim
your spot today by going to www.evergreenplayers.org or call with questions 720-5151528 or email us at dramacamp@evergreenplayers.org. Classes are held at Center Stage,
27608 Fireweed Drive, Evergreen.

July 1 – 31

UP, up and away! Come see all flying art
at Shadow Mountain Gallery’s special July
show, “Spirited Flight,” featuring birds,
insects, and other flying creatures. Art is
priced for every budget. Shadow Mountain
Gallery is located on Main Street in downtown
Evergreen, between Java Groove and Beau Jo’s.
Open daily 10 – 5. www.shadowmountaingallery.com
July 2
Your Community Health Workers from
Rocky Mountain Rural Health are Coming
to the Library! From noon – 2 pm at the Bailey
Public Library, 350 Bulldogger Rd., Bailey. We
offer free blood pressure, blood sugar, pulse
and oxygen checks! We come with tons of free
gently used clothing! We can help you find an
eye doc, dentist, primary care provider, and
mental health services! We can help you sign
up for health insurance or Medicaid. We can
help folks financially with our COVID relief
program and so much more!
July 4
4th of July Freedom Run 5K, 8 am – 11 am.
Celebrate with us at our 40th annual Freedom
Run 5K benefiting Mount Evans Home Health
Care & Hospice in Evergreen. Whether you
walk, run, stroll, or cheer from the sidelines,
the Freedom Run is a great way to kick off
your Fourth of July. The scenic 5-kilometer
(3.1 miles) course follows gently rolling terrain through residential areas, beginning
at Evergreen Middle School at 8 am. All proceeds go to Mount Evans Home Health Care
& Hospice, which provides home health care,
palliative care, hospice, bereavement assistance, Camp Comfort for children who have
lost a loved one, as well as emotional and spiritual needs assistance across our mountain
community. www.mtevans.org
July 5
Taco Tuesday, 5 – 7 pm at Bergen Park Church,
31919 Rocky Village Drive, Evergreen. Kitchen
One For One is a non-profit food truck serving restaurant-quality food to those in need.
Join us for Taco Tuesday on the first Tuesday of
every month. For every dollar donated or meal
purchased, we give a restaurant-quality meal
to someone in need. Bring your appetites! Eat
here, or take it home to your family.
July 5 – 12

The Evergreen Players have a variety of
camps for youth ages 5 – 16. These fun-filled
camps engage young minds through game
play and teach students to think creatively
through imagination. Each camp session

July 2022

July 5, 12, 19, 26
Farmers Market from 10 am – 2 pm presented
by Colorado Outdoor Markets, LLC at Hiwan
Heritage Museum parking lot, 28253 Meadow
Drive, Evergreen, Colorado, 80439.
July 5 – 22

Evergreen Players announce Summer
DRAMA Camp. Studies show that children
exposed to theater gain self-confidence,
learn to think creatively, become better
problem solvers, and learn to work cooperatively. The Evergreen Players have a variety of
camps for youth ages 5 – 16. These fun-filled
camps engage young minds through game
play and teach students to think creatively
through imagination. The camp session
begins on Tuesday, July 5, and runs through
Friday, July 22, 2022. The camps are safe and
in-person. Each camp session will have a live
performance for family and friends. Limited
space is available. Classes are held at Center
Stage, 27608 Fireweed Drive, Evergreen.
Learn more at www.evergreenplayers.org
or call 720-515-1528 or email us at dramacamp@evergreenplayers.org.
July 8 – 31

Rock of Ages, written by Chris D’Arienzo,
directed by Clay White. The jukebox musical
features 80’s hits such as “We Built This City,”
“I Wanna Rock,” and “Don’t Stop Believin’.”
Shows will be held at historic Center Stage,
27608 Fireweed Drive, Evergreen. Friday
and Saturday performances begin at 7 pm
and Sunday matinee performances at 2 pm.
Tickets are $25 for adults, $20 seniors, and
$15 students, and may be purchased online
at www.evergreenplayers.org or by calling
720-515-1528. Group discounts and 2022
season tickets are also available.
July 14
Pop-up Market at Sweet Hayden Boutique
every 2nd Thursday of the month from
4 pm – 8 pm, featuring incredible local makers
and small business owners. Come visit us at
28265 CO-74 in downtown Evergreen. Mark
your calendar! www.SweetHayden.com
July 18
Andy Smith Sr. Memorial INSPIRE Golf
Tournament 7:30 am Shotgun Start at
Hiwan Golf Club. The goal of this fundraiser
is to raise money for the Evergreen Park &
Recreation District’s INSPIRE (Special Needs)
Program, Evergreen Christian Outreach
(EChO), and the Mountain Foothills Rotary

Foundation. Money raised will help improve
the existing INSPIRE Program, and will help
make financial scholarships available for
the participants. Additionally, it will help
Mountain Foothills Rotary continue to support EChO and other local charitable causes.
https://www.evergreenrecreation.com/246/
Andy-Smith-Golf-Tournament
July 20
Evergreen Park & Recreation District’s
(EPRD) Summer Concert Series #2. Get ready
to enjoy a picnic under the stars with friends
and family while enjoying music from a range
of talent, both local and national. In addition
to the concert experience, we will be offering
a bar serving local beer, Colorado margaritas, and wine. A percentage of proceeds will
be donated to a local non-profit. The musical
acts can feature Americana, rock, jazz, pop,
Motown, country, and bluegrass. This year
we are pleased to offer at each concert two
opening 25-and-under bands, made up of the
winners from Evergreen’s Got Talent and 285’s
Got Talent Spring competitions. Concert times
are: 4:30 – 5 pm Opener, 5:30 – 6 pm Opener,
6:30 – 8 pm Headliner. https://www.evergreenrecreation.com/257/Summer-Concert-Series

To advertise with

CALL

303-674-3701

July 29 –31
Evergreen Jazz Festival. Friday, July 29, Noon –
10 pm; Saturday, July 30, 9:45 am – 10 pm;
Sunday, July 31, 9:45 am – 6:15 pm. A threeday celebration of traditional jazz, America’s
unique art form. The Festival features 11
world-class bands from across the country presenting some 75 hours of live Dixieland, blues,
boogie-woogie, swing and ragtime. Dancers
welcome! Five intimate venues in a beautiful
mountain setting make for a wonderful rapport between musicians and audience. One
national columnist called it “...the best jazz
festival anywhere!” For tickets or information
call Bette Anne at 303-697-5467 or visit www.
evergreenjazz.org.
July 30 and 31
Elevation Celebration. Join the Conifer Area
Chamber of Commerce and our mountain
community for a free street fair. Live music,
local artists and vendors, food and family fun,
along with the Elevation 5k. More information:
www.goconifer.com/elevation-celebration/
Introducing our 2022 – 2023 Season!

We are excited to announce our 2022 – 2023
season at The Venue Theatre!! Registration is
open now, with early bird prices in effect until
July 15, 2022. www.thevenuetheatre.com
If your group is no longer meeting, please
let Your Mountain Connection know via Marty
Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com).
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Greetings from
Blue Spruce Habitat for Humanity
My name is David Milanaik, and I have been
serving Blue Spruce Habitat for Humanity
(BSHFH) as a repair coordinator in Evergreen
(1520 Evergreen Pkwy) since last month.
BSHFH is a proud member of the Evergreen
Chamber of Commerce, and we thank you for
serving the community, too!
Many people know that Habitat for
Humanity builds new homes, but we also have
ReStores (1232 Bergen Pkwy) collecting and
selling used items, and a program that helps
homeowners with repairs or chores.
The Denver chapter of Habitat for Humanity
has been building its repair program for years,
and we could use your help with Blue Spruce’s
new repair program.
Go to this YouTube video: https://youtu.
be/TgqMoTErnvo, from CBS Denver, about
a repair program “down the hill.” For more
information on the type of repairs and chores
we cover and how to qualify, please visit:
https://bluesprucehabitat.org/housing-help/
home-preservation.html
BSHFH would like to grow its own repair
program in the foothills by finding homeowners to help and volunteers to apply.
You could partner with BSHFH in two ways:
1) Please help us to find homeowners in
Evergreen who qualify for one of two services
that BSHFH is currently offering. These homeowners are a) 60 years of age or over or b) fall
within an income bracket.

Submit your calendar
events in MS Word
format only to Your
Mountain Connection via
Marty Hallberg (news@
yourmtnconnection.
com). Calendar Events
are published as space
allows. Information must
be received by the 10th of
each month prior to the
actual date of the event.

Also, you might help us identify individuals
or organizations who would like to volunteer
directly with making repairs or doing chores,
or would like to offer a monetary or material
contribution. (Volunteers may need to pass a
background check to work inside homes, but
that would be provided by BSHFH.)
If your organization has a regular meeting
at which I might give a presentation, please
invite me to speak about what we do and how
you can help. If there are no opportunities to
speak, we could share a promotional video,
web presentation (PowerPoint), or flyers that
describe our work.
2) If your business or organization has a
window in which we could post a sign advertising the program, that would be awesome! And
if your business or organization could help us
with marketing or consulting, that would be
awesome, too!
It would be great to hear from you! It will be
an awesome summer!
Please email me at dmilanaik@
bluesprucehabitat.org, phone or text me
at 720 425 9506 (office 303 674 1127 ext. 9),
or visit our office on Tuesday or Wednesday
between 8:30 am and 4:30 pm at 1520
Evergreen Pkwy, Evergreen, 80439.
You can also connect with us via
FaceBook! https://www.facebook.com/
BlueSpruceHabitat

Your Community Health Workers
from Rocky Mountain Rural Health
are Coming to the Library!
•
•
•
•
•

The 1st Thursday of every month! From 12:00 – 2:00
Bailey Public Library • 350 Bulldogger Rd. • Bailey, CO 80421

We offer free blood pressure, blood sugar, pulse and oxygen checks!
We come with tons of free gently used clothing!
We can help you find an eye doc, dentist, primary care provider and mental health services!
We can help you sign up for health insurance or Medicaid. We assist with Advance Directives!
We can help folks financially with our COVID relief program and so much more!

Evergreen, CO July 4, 2022
FreedomRunRace.com
Whether you walk, run, stroll, or cheer from the sidelines, the Freedom
Run is a great way to kick off your Fourth of July.
The scenic 5-kilometer (3.1 miles) course follows gently rolling terrain
through residential areas, beginning at Evergreen Middle School at 8 am
All proceeds go to Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice which
provides home health care, palliative care, hospice, bereavement
assistance, Camp Comfort for children who have lost a loved one, as
well as emotional and spiritual needs assistance across our mountain
community.

July 1
Women’s Circle 5:30 – 6:30 pm. Connect to
your creative power within to activate your
feminine presence that attracts the situations
and relationships that you desire. Sabrina will
share powerful practices to embolden you to
show up in life to be seen and heard.
July 6

PeaceWorks has recently launched a no-cost
Community Wellness Program. Join via
Zoom Meeting at: https://us06web.zoom.
us/j/3038388181?pwd=QVFOYkdYQ2pJQlJST1FJSHRtSXFLZz09
Meeting ID: 303 838 8181
Passcode: 993660
https://peaceworksinc.co/communitywellness/

Block Therapy Trauma Release 5 – 5:45 pm.
Trauma becomes trapped in your body and
leads to pain, aging, and disease. This powerful
self-healing practice unlocks the restrictions
and adhesions that block blood and oxygen
flow and releases trauma at a cellular level. All
levels. Wear comfortable clothes. Bring yoga
mat if you have one and water bottle.

July 2022
Farmers Markets
Tuesday’s from 10 am – 2 pm
Farmers Market at Hiwan Heritage Museum
Presented by Colorado Outdoor Markets, LLC
Hiwan Heritage Museum Parking Lot
28253 Meadow Drive
Evergreen Colorado, 80439

Tuesday’s from 9 am – 4 pm
Farmers Market at Boone Mountain Sports
2962 Evergreen Pkwy
Evergreen Colorado, 80439

EPRD Summer Concert Series
Evergreen Park and Recreation and Chow Down Pet Supplies are pleased to announce the return
of the FREE summer concert series at Evergreen Lake. Parking is limited, shuttles provided. For
more information go to: www.evergreenrecreation.com
July 20, 2022
4:30 – 5 pm Opening Act One: Raedi Danielson, 5:30 – 6 pm Opening Act Two: Jax & Jeb, 6:30 – 8 pm
Headliner: The Wrecklunds
July 27, 2022
Military and First Responder Appreciation Concert 5 – 6 pm Opening Act: 101st Army Hot
Seven Jazz Band, 6:30 – 8 pm Headliner: Rhett Haney
August 10, 2022
4:30 – 5 pm Opening Act One: Keagan Lafferty, 5:30 – 6 pm Opening Act Two: May Be Fern,
6:30 – 8 pm Headliner Nik Parr & The Selfless Lovers
For more information please contact Pam Lindquist: pamlindquist@eprd.co
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BUSINESS SERVICES
ACCOUNTANT

APPLIANCE REPAIR

ARCHITECT

ATTORNEY

BATH REMODEL

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

HAULING

INSURANCE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

PAINTING

PEST CONTROL

REALTOR

ROOFING

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS

SERVICES

SOLAR SYSTEMS

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

WATER CONDITIONING

$55/mo 3/mo minimum
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